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Preface

Semantic analysis in social networks (SN) is important for applications such as understanding and
enabling social networks, natural language interfaces and human behaviour on the web, e-learning
environments, cyber communities and educational or online shared workspaces. These aspects are also
important in security, privacy and identity, opinion mining, sentiment analysis, and in the larger area of
affective computing.

This workshop provides a forum for discussion between leading names and researchers involved
in text analysis and social networks in the context of natural language understanding, natural
language generation, automatic categorization, topic detection, emotion analysis, and applications using
computational approaches to process social networks.

Topics of interest include, but are not limited to:

• semantic analysis in sentences and web content from social networks

• classification of texts by emotion and mood from SN

• sociology of emotions and influence on inter-personal communications

• topic detection and clustering in SN

• SN analysis across different languages

• SN analysis from multimedia (text, speech, video)

• security and privacy issues in SNs

• automatic summarization from multiple sources and multiple languages

• analysis of sentiment and opinion in SN

• information extraction and indexing

• applications in which affective aspects are beneficial

• tools and resources for accessing, representing, and managing social network data in natural
language processing frameworks (e.g., GATE, UIMA)

• other aspects of the computational treatment of SN and affect.

The workshop covers three main perspectives: government (e.g., security and criminology), industry
(e.g., marketing), and academic (e.g., theoretical research related to SNs).

We would like to thank all the authors who submitted papers for the hard work that went behind their
submissions. We express our deepest gratitude to the committee members for their thorough reviews.
We also thank the EACL 2012 organizers for their help with administrative matters.

Diana Inkpen
Atefeh Farzindar
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Keynote Speech

Title: Industrial Perspectives on Social Networks

Keynote speaker: Dr. Atefeh Farzindar, NLP Technologies Inc.

Abstract:

Social media data is the collection of open source information that can be obtained publicly via the
Web and social networks. Social information intelligence refers to an emerging data and semantic
infrastructure that will enable organizations to create a new generation of business applications.
This new class of applications will build on the rich set of assets already available within the or-
ganization. Social media has become a primary source of intelligence for Security Intelligence
and Business Intelligence. Social data intelligence combines social media aspects and analytics
to give important business insights, and is a convergence of several trends. Business intelligence
from open intelligence incorporates knowledge management, social networking, plus social media
monitoring and analytics, all combined into a new interface in the business intelligence environ-
ment.

In the context of analyzing social networks, finding powerful methods and algorithms to search
for relevant data in large volumes, and various free formats from multiple sources and languages
is a scientific challenge. Automatic processing of such data needs to evaluate the appropriate
research methods for information extraction, automatic categorization and clustering, indexing
data, generating automatic summaries, and statistical machine translation. With respect to machine
learning approaches, we must consider developing innovative tools and integrating appropriate
linguistic information in the fields of security and defence, and industry business intelligence.

There is great interest for social media data monitoring in the industry. Social media data can
dramatically improve business intelligence and help both international and local markets. Busi-
nesses could achieve several goals by integrating social data into their corporate BI systems, such
as branding and awareness, customer/prospect engagement and improving customer service.

Biography:

Dr. Atefeh Farzindar is the founder of NLP Technologies Inc., a company specializing in natural
language processing, automatic summarization, statistical machine translation and social media
solutions. Dr. Farzindar received her Ph.D. in Computer Science from the Université de Montréal
and Paris-Sorbonne University. She is an adjunct professor at the Department of Computer Science
at the Université de Montréal. As president of NLP Technologies, she has managed multiple
collaborative R&D projects with various industry and university partners. She is the chair of the
language technologies sector of the Language Industry Association Canada (AILIA) and a board
member of the Language Technologies Research Centre, co-chair of the Canadian Conference on
Artificial Intelligence 2010 and industry chair for Canadian AI’2011 and AI’2012.
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Invited Talk

Title: Mining Online Discussions: An Applications to the Analysis of News Websites

Invited Speaker: Dr. Julien Velcin, Associate Professor in CS, ERIC Lab - University of Lyon

Abstract:

News stories websites represent an important source of data for building a picture of what is going
on in the world. Apart from providing the information itself, such websites allow Internet users to
post their opinions and comments in the form of discussions.

These discussions bring valuable knowledge in order to understand a person’s position regarding
certain news. In the first part of the talk, I will briefly present this type of data and explain how
they represent a challenge. After this introduction, I will discuss the content-oriented model as
well as the recommended system we have developed for analyzing key messages posted in such
online discussions. In addition, I will present the approach we have followed for extracting the
implicit users’ network. To this end, I will focus on a model involving three types of relations,
two of which are based on the citations. The resulting user network is seen as an implicit social
network and I will explain how it can be used to extract celebrities. Finally, I will introduce the
problem of image extraction addressed in a new project, where an image is seen as a representation
of various entities populating the Internet (e.g., politicians, companies, brands etc.). In particular, I
will show how this kind of project interrelates traditional text/opinion mining with social network
analysis.

Biography:

After his MSc graduation in Artificial Intelligence and Pattern Recognition (2002), Julien Velcin
defended a PhD in Computer Science at the University of Paris 6 in 2005. He is a researcher in
the ERIC Lab, University of Lyon 2 since 2007. His research interests lie mainly in the extraction,
evaluation and characterization of categories in unsupervised machine learning, with applications
to text mining and web analysis. His work has been published in international journals and confer-
ences such as WIAS, IJCAI, ICCS, ISMIS, ER. He is involved in international program committees
such as ECML-PKDD, ASONAM, and EGC. He is a member of the editorial board of the Interna-
tional Journal of Data Analysis Techniques and Strategies (IJDATS). He is an active reviewer for
the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) since 2009. He is currently project manager of
a national project on the study of images and opinion evolution through the Internet, funded by the
French National Research Agency.
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Abstract

Unsupervised part-of-speech (POS) tag-
ging has recently been shown to greatly
benefit from Bayesian approaches where
HMM parameters are integrated out, lead-
ing to significant increases in tagging ac-
curacy. These improvements in unsuper-
vised methods are important especially in
specialized social media domains such as
Twitter where little training data is avail-
able. Here, we take the Bayesian approach
one step further by integrating semantic in-
formation from an LDA-like topic model
with an HMM. Specifically, we present
Part-of-Speech LDA (POSLDA), a syntac-
tically and semantically consistent genera-
tive probabilistic model. This model dis-
covers POS specific topics from an unla-
belled corpus. We show that this model
consistently achieves improvements in un-
supervised POS tagging and language mod-
eling over the Bayesian HMM approach
with varying amounts of side information
in the noisy and esoteric domain of Twitter.

1 Introduction

The explosion of social media in recent years has
led to the need for NLP tools like part-of-speech
(POS) taggers that are robust enough to handle
data that is becoming increasingly “noisy.” Unfor-
tunately, many NLP systems fail at out-of-domain
data and struggle with the informal style of social
text. With spelling errors, abbreviations, uncom-
mon acronyms, and excessive use of slang, sys-
tems that are designed for traditional corpora such
as news articles may perform poorly when given
difficult input such as a Twitter feed (Ritter et al.,
2010).

Recognizing the limitations of existing sys-
tems, Gimpel et al. (2011) develop a POS tagger
specifically for Twitter, by creating a training cor-
pus as well as devising a tag set that includes parts
of speech that are uniquely found in online lan-
guage, such as emoticons (smilies). This is an im-
portant step forward, but a POS tagger tailored to
Twitter cannot tackle the social Web as a whole.
Other online communities have their own styles,
slang, memes, and other idiosyncrasies, so a sys-
tem trained for one community may not apply to
others.

For example, the 140-character limit of Twit-
ter encourages abbreviations and word-dropping
that may not be found in less restrictive venues.
The first-person subject is often assumed in “sta-
tus messages” that one finds in Twitter and Face-
book, so the pronominal subject can be dropped,
even in English (Weir, 2012), leading to messages
like “Went out” instead of “I went out.” Not
only does Twitter follow these unusual grammat-
ical patterns, but many messages contain “hash-
tags” which could be considered their own syn-
tactic class not found in other data sources. For
these reasons, POS parameters learned from Twit-
ter data will not necessarily fit other social data.

In general, concerns about the limitations of
domain-dependent models have motivated the use
of sophisticated unsupervised methods. Inter-
est in unsupervised POS induction has been re-
vived in recent years after Bayesian HMMs are
shown to increase accuracy by up to 14 percent-
age points over basic maximum-likelihood esti-
mation (Goldwater and Griffiths, 2007). Despite
falling well short of the accuracy obtained with
supervised taggers, unsupervised approaches are
preferred in situations where there is no access to
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large quantities of training data in a specific do-
main, which is increasingly common with Web
data. We therefore hope to continue improving
accuracy with unsupervised approaches by intro-
ducing semantics as an additional source of infor-
mation for this task.

The ambiguities of language are amplified
through social media, where new words or
spellings of words are routinely invented. For ex-
ample, “ow” on Twitter can be a shorthand for
“how,” in addition to its more traditional use as
an expression of pain (ouch). While POS assign-
ment is inherently a problem of syntactic disam-
biguation, we hypothesize that the underlying se-
mantic content can aid the disambiguation task.
If we know that the overall content of a message
is about police, then the word “cop” is likely to
be a noun, whereas if the context is about shop-
ping, this could be slang for acquiring or stealing
(verb). The HMM approach will often be able to
tag these occurrences appropriately given the con-
text, but in many cases the syntactic context may
be limited or misleading due to the noisy nature
of the data. Thus, we believe that semantic con-
text will offer additional evidence toward making
an accurate prediction.

Following this intuition, this paper presents a
semantically and syntactically coherent Bayesian
model that uncovers POS-specific sub-topics
within general semantic topics, as in latent Dirich-
let allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003), which we
call part-of-speech LDA, or POSLDA. The re-
sulting posterior distributions will reflect special-
ized topics such as “verbs about dining” or “nouns
about politics”. To the best of our knowledge, we
also present the first experiments with unsuper-
vised tagging for a social media corpus. In this
work, we focus on Twitter because the labeled
corpus by Gimpel et al. (2011) allows us to quan-
titatively evaluate our approach. We demonstrate
the model’s utility as a predictive language model
by its low perplexity on held-out test data as com-
pared to several related topic models, and most
importantly, we show that this model achieves
statistically significant and consistent improve-
ments in unsupervised POS tagging accuracy over
a Bayesian HMM. These results support our hy-
pothesis that semantic information can directly
improve the quality of POS induction, and our ex-
periments present an in-depth exploration of this
task on informal social text.

The next section discusses related work, which
is followed by a description of our model,
POSLDA. We then present POS tagging results
on the Twitter POS dataset (Gimpel et al., 2011).
Section 5 describes further experiments on the
POSLDA model and section 6 includes a discus-
sion on the results and why POSLDA can do bet-
ter on POS tagging than a vanilla Bayesian HMM.
Finally, section 7 concludes with a discussion on
future work.

2 Related Work

Modern unsupervised POS tagging originates
with Merialdo (1993) who trained a trigram
HMM using maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE). Goldwater and Griffiths (2007) improved
upon this approach by treating the HMM in a
Bayesian sense; the rows of the transition matrix
are random variables with proper Bayesian priors
and the state emission probabilities are also ran-
dom variables with their own priors. The posterior
distribution of tags is learned using Gibbs sam-
pling and this model improves in accuracy over
the MLE approach by up to 14 percentage points.

In the “Topics and Syntax” model (or
HMMLDA), the generative process of a corpus
is cast as a composite model where syntax is
modeled with an HMM and semantics are mod-
eled with LDA (Griffiths et al., 2005). Here, one
state of an HMM is replaced with a topic model
such that the words with long-range dependen-
cies (“content” words) will be drawn from a set
of topics. The remaining states are reserved for
“syntax” words that exhibit only short-range de-
pendencies. Griffiths et al. (2005) briefly touch
on POS tagging with their model, but its supe-
riority to a plain Bayesian HMM is not shown
and the authors note that this is partially because
all semantic-like words get assigned to the sin-
gle semantic class in their model. This misses the
distinction between at least nouns and verbs, but
many other semantic-dependent words as well. If
more variation could be provided in the seman-
tic portion of the model, the POS tagging results
would likely improve.

3 Part-of-Speech LDA (POSLDA)

In their canonical form, topic models do not cap-
ture local dependencies between words (i.e. syn-
tactic relations), but they do capture long-range
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Figure 1: Graphical model depiction of POSLDA.

context such as the overall topical content or gist
of a document. Conversely, under an HMM,
words are assumed completely independent of
their broader context by the Markov assumption.
We seek to bridge these restrictions with our uni-
fied model, Part-of-Speech LDA (POSLDA).

Under this model, each word token is now asso-
ciated with two latent variables: a semantic topic
z and a syntactic class c. We posit that the top-
ics are generated through the LDA process, while
the classes are generated through an HMM. The
observed word tokens are then dependent on both
the topic and the class: rather than a single multi-
nomial for a particular topic z or a particular class
c, there are distributions for each topic-class pair
(z, c) from which we assume words are sampled.

We denote the set of classes C = CCON ∪ CFUN,
which includes the set of content or “semantic”
classes CCON for word types such as nouns and
verbs that depend on the current topic, and func-
tional or “syntactic-only” classes CFUN. If a word
is generated from a functional class, it does not
depend on the topic. This allows our model to
accommodate functional words like determiners
which appear independently of the topical content
of a document.

We use the same notation as LDA, where θ is a
document-topic distribution and φ is a topic-word
distribution. Additionally, we denote the HMM
transition rows as π, which we assume is drawn
from a Dirichlet with hyperparameter γ. Denote

S = |C| and K = |Z|, the numbers of classes
and topics, respectively. There are SFUN word
distributions φ(FUN) for function word classes and
K × SCON word distributions φ(CON) for content
word classes. A graphical model depiction of
POSLDA is shown in Figure 1.

Thus, the generative process of a corpus can be
described as:

1. Draw π ∼ Dirichlet(γ)

2. Draw φ ∼ Dirichlet(β)

3. For each document d ∈ D:

(a) Draw θd ∼ Dirichlet(α)

(b) For each word token wi ∈ d:
i. Draw ci ∼ πci−1

ii. If ci /∈ CCON:
A. Draw wi ∼ φ(FUN)

ci

iii. Else:
A. Draw zi ∼ θd
B. Draw wi ∼ φ(CON)

ci,zi

In topic models, it is generally true that com-
mon function words may overwhelm the word
distributions, leading to suboptimal results that
are difficult to interpret. This is usually accom-
modated by data pre-processing (e.g. stop word
removal), by backing off to “background” word
models (Chemudugunta et al., 2006), or by per-
forming term re-weighting (Wilson and Chew,
2010). In the case of POSLDA, these common
words are naturally captured by the functional
classes.

3.1 Relations to Other Models

The idea of having multinomials for the cross
products of topics and classes is related to multi-
faceted topic models where word tokens are as-
sociated with multiple latent variables (Paul and
Girju, 2010; Ahmed and Xing, 2010). Under such
models, words can be explained by a latent topic
as well as a second underlying variable such as
the perspective or dialect of the author, and words
may depend on both factors. In our case, the sec-
ond variable is the part-of-speech – or functional
purpose – of the token.

We note that POSLDA is a generalization of
many existing models. POSLDA becomes a
Bayesian HMM when the number of topics K =
1; the original LDA model when the number of
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classes S = 1; and the HMMLDA model of Grif-
fiths et al. (2005) when the number of content
word classes SCON = 1. The beauty of these gen-
eralizations is that one can easily experiment with
any of these models by simply altering the model
parameters under a single POSLDA implementa-
tion.

3.2 Inference

As with many complex probabilistic models, ex-
act posterior inference is intractable for POSLDA.
Nevertheless, a number of approximate inference
techniques are at our disposal. In this work, we
use collapsed Gibbs sampling to sample the latent
class assignments and topic assignments (c and
z), and from these we can compute estimates of
the multinomial parameters for the topics (φ), the
document-topic portions (θ), and the HMM tran-
sition matrix (π). Under a trigram version of the
model – which we employ for all our experiments
in this work – the sampling equation for word to-
ken i is as follows:

p(ci, zi|c−i, z−i,w) ∝ρci ×
n

(d)
zi

+αzi

n(d)
. +α.

n
(ci,zi)
w +β

n(ci,zi). +Wβ
ci ∈ SCON

ρci ×
n

(ci)
w +β

n(ci). +Wβ
ci ∈ SFUN

where

ρci =
n(ci−2,ci−1,ci)

+γci

n(ci−2,ci−1)+γ.
·
n(ci−1,ci,ci+1)+γci

n(ci−1,ci)
+γ.

·
n(ci,ci+1,ci+2)+γci

n(ci,ci+1)+γ.

Although we sample the pair (ci, zi) jointly as a
block, which requires computing a sampling dis-
tribution over SFUN +K ×SCON, it is also valid to
sample ci and zi separately, which requires only
S + K computations. In this case, the sampling
procedure would be somewhat different. Despite
the lower number of computations per iteration,
however, the sampler is likely to converge faster
with our blocked approach because the two vari-
ables are tightly coupled. The intuition is that a
non-block-based sampler could have difficulty es-
caping local optima because we are interested in
the most probable pair; a highly probable class
c sampled on its own, for example, could pre-
vent the sampler from choosing a more likely pair
(c′, z).

4 POS Tagging Experiments

To demonstrate the veracity of our approach, we
performed a number of POS tagging experiments
using the POSLDA model. Our data is the re-
cent Twitter POS dataset released at ACL 2011 by
Gimpel et al. (2011) consisting of approximately
26,000 words across 1,827 tweets. This dataset
provides a unique opportunity to test our unsuper-
vised approach in a domain where it would likely
be of most use – one that is novel and therefore
lacking large amounts of training data. We feel
that this sort of specialized domain will become
the norm – particularly in social media analysis
– as user generated content continues to grow in
size and accessibility. The Twitter dataset uses a
domain-dependent tag set of 25 tags that are de-
scribed in (Gimpel et al., 2011).

For our experiments, we follow the established
form of Merialdo (1993) and Goldwater and Grif-
fiths (2007) for unsupervised POS tagging by
making use of a tag dictionary to constrain the
possible tag choices for each word and there-
fore render the problem closer to disambiguation.
Like Goldwater and Griffiths (2007), we employ
a number of dictionaries with varying degrees of
knowledge.

We use the full corpus of tweets1 and construct
a tag dictionary which contains the tag informa-
tion for a word only when it appears more than d
times in the corpus. We ran experiments for d =
1, 2, 3, 5, 10, and ∞ where the problem becomes
POS clustering. We report both tagging accu-
racy and the variation of information (VI), which
computes the information lost in moving from
one clustering C to another C ′: V I(C,C ′) =
H(C) +H(C ′)− 2I(C,C ′) (Meilǎ, 2007). This
can be interpreted as a measure of similarity be-
tween the clusterings, where a smaller value indi-
cates higher similarity.

We run our Gibbs sampler for 20,000 iterations
and obtain a maximum a posteriori (MAP) esti-
mate for each word’s tag by employing simulated
annealing. Each posterior probability p(c, z|·) in
the sampling distribution is raised to the power of
1
τ where τ is a temperature that approaches 0 as
the sampler converges. This approach is akin to

1The Twitter POS dataset consists of three subsets of
tweets: development, training, and testing. Because we are
performing fully unsupervised tagging, however, we com-
bine these three subsets into one.
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Accuracy 1 2 3 5 10 ∞
random 62.8 49.6 45.2 40.2 35.0
BHMM 78.4 65.4 59.0 51.8 44.0

POSLDA 80.9 67.5 62.0 55.9 47.6
VI

random 2.34 3.31 3.56 3.81 4.05 5.86
BHMM 1.41 2.47 2.84 3.22 3.61 5.07

POSLDA 1.30 2.34 2.66 2.98 3.35 4.96
Corpus stats

% ambig. 54.2 67.9 72.2 76.4 80.4 100
tags / token 2.62 5.91 7.19 8.59 10.3 25

Table 1: POS tagging results on Twitter dataset.

bringing a system from an arbitrary state to one
with the lowest energy, thus viewing the Gibbs
sampling procedure as a random search whose
goal is to identify the MAP tag sequence – a tech-
nique that is also employed by Goldwater and
Griffiths (2007). Finally, we run each experiment
5 times from random initializations and report the
average accuracy and variation of information.

4.1 Results for Twitter Dataset

In our experiments, we use 8 content classes
that correspond to the following parts-of-speech:
noun, proper noun, proper noun + possessive,
proper noun + verbal, verb, adjective, adverb, and
other abbreviations / foreign words. We chose
these classes because intuitively they are the types
of words whose generative probability will de-
pend on the given latent topic. As the Twitter POS
data consists of 25 distinct tags, this leaves 17 re-
maining classes for function words. In this sec-
tion, we report results for K = 10 topics. We
will discuss the effect of varyingK in section 4.2.
We set symmetric priors with α = 1.0/K = 0.1,
β = 0.5, and γ = 0.01.

As is demonstrated in Table 1, our POSLDA
model shows marked improvements over a ran-
dom tag assignment and, more importantly, the
Bayesian HMM approach described by Goldwa-
ter and Griffiths (2007). It does so for every set-
ting of d on both accuracy and variation of infor-
mation. For d = 1 our method outperforms the
BHMM by 2.5 percentage points. With higher
values of d, however, POSLDA increases its im-
provement over the BHMM to up to 4.1 percent-
age points. The increase in tagging accuracy as
d increases suggests that our method may be par-
ticularly suitable for domains with little training

K Accuracy σ

1 (HMM) 78.6 0.23
5 80.0 0.06

10 80.9 0.17
15 80.1 0.10
20 80.2 0.21
25 80.1 0.25
30 80.2 0.15
35 80.1 0.12
40 79.9 0.20
45 80.1 0.12

Table 2: POS tagging results as K varies on Twitter
dataset.

data.2 For d = ∞, where we are performing
POS clustering, our model improves the variation
of information by 0.11. Each of these improve-
ments over the Bayesian HMM is statistically sig-
nificant with p � 0.01. Despite the clear im-
provements in POS tagging accuracy and cluster-
ing that we demonstrate in this section, we trained
our POSLDA model with a “blind” topic setting
of K = 10. In the following section, we will
investigate how this parameter affects the achiev-
able results with our technique.

4.2 Topic Variance

In the previous section we set the number of topics
a priori to K = 10. However, it is well known in
topic modeling research that different datasets ex-
hibit different numbers of “inherent” topics (Blei
et al., 2003). Therefore, a POSLDA model fit with
the “correct” number of topics will likely achieve
higher accuracy in POS tagging. A standard ap-
proach to tuning the number of topics to fit a topic
model is to try a number of different topics and
choose the one that results in the lowest perplexity
on a held-out test set (Claeskens and Hjort, 2008).
Here, we can choose the optimal K more directly
by trying a number of different values and choos-
ing the one that maximizes the POS tagging accu-
racy.

For this experiment, we again make use of the
Twitter POS dataset (Gimpel et al., 2011). We use
the same setup as that described above with sim-
ulated annealing, 20,000 iterations, and a tag dic-

2The differences in tagging accuracy in terms of per-
centage points between POSLDA and the BHMM for
d = {1, 2, 3, 5, 10} are ∆a = {2.5, 2.1, 3.0, 4.1, 3.6},
respectively. For clustering, the increases in VI are
even more clear as d increases. They are ∆V I =
{0.11, 0.13, 0.18, 0.24, 0.26}.
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tionary with d = 1. As before, we set α = 1.0/K,
β = 0.5, and γ = 0.01. We perform experiments
with K = {1, 5, 10, . . . , 40, 45}, where K = 1
corresponds to the Bayesian HMM. The results
averaged over 3 runs are tabulated in Table 2 with
the associated standard deviations (σ), and shown
graphically in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Number of topics K vs. POS tagging ac-
curacy on the Twitter dataset. The average accuracies,
along with their standard errors, are shown in black,
while a smoothed curve of the same data is shown in
blue.

As we expect, the tagging accuracy depends on
the number of topics specified by the model. In
fact, the accuracy improves by nearly a full per-
centage point from both the previous and next
topic settings when we hit a critical point at
K = 10. When K = 1 the model reduces to
the Bayesian HMM and our accuracy suffers. It
steadily increases until we hit the critical point
and then drops off again but plateaus at a level
that is approximately 1.5 percentage points higher
than the BHMM. This shows that determining an
appropriate setting for the number of topics is es-
sential for the best possible tagging accuracy us-
ing POSLDA. Nevertheless, even with a “blind”
setting within a large range of topic values (here
from K = 5 to at least K = 45), we see marked
improvements over the baseline system that does
not include any semantic topic information.

5 Model Evaluation

In this section we present further experiments
on the raw output of POSLDA to demonstrate
its capabilities beyond simply POS tagging. We
show the model’s ability both qualitatively and
quantitatively to capture the semantic (or “con-
tent”) and syntactic (or “functional”) axes of in-
formation prevalent in a corpus made up of social
media data. We begin qualitatively with topic in-
terpretability when the model is learned given a
collection of unannotated Twitter messages, and
then present quantitative results on the ability of
POSLDA as a predictive language model in the
Twitter domain.
5.1 Topic Interpretability

Judging the interpretability of a set of topics is
highly subjective, and there are understandably
various differing approaches of evaluating topic
cohesiveness. For example, Chang et al. (2009)
look at “word intrusion” where a user determines
an intruding word from a set of words that does
not thematically fit with the other words, and
“topic intrusion” where a user determines whether
the learned document-topic portion θd appropri-
ately describes the semantic theme of the doc-
ument. In this section, we are most interested
in subjectively demonstrating the low incidence
of “word intrusion” both in terms of semantics
(theme) and syntax (part-of-speech). We do not
conduct formal experiments to demonstrate this,
but we subjectively show that our model learns
semantic and syntactic word distributions that are
likely robust towards problems of word intrusion
and that are therefore “interpretable” for humans
examining the learned posterior word distribu-
tions.

Table 3 shows three topics – manually la-
belled as “party”, “status update”, and “politics”
– learned from the relatively small Twitter POS
dataset. We set the number of topics K = 20,
the number of classes S = 25, and the num-
ber of content word classes SCON = 8, following
our earlier POS tagging experiments. We show
the top five words from three POS-specific top-
ics labelled manually as noun, verb, and adjec-
tive. Given the relatively small size of the dataset,
the short length of the documents, and the eso-
teric language and grammar use, the interpretabil-
ity of the topics is reasonable. All three topics
assign high probability to words that one would
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PARTY STATUS UPDATE POLITICS

noun verb adj noun verb adj noun verb adj
party gets awesome day is nice anything say late
man is old pm looking nasty truth has real
shit knew original school so last face wait high
men were fake today have hard city cant republican

person wasnt drunk body got tired candidate going important

Table 3: Example topics learned from the Twitter POS dataset with POSLDA.

CONJ DET PREP RP

and the to to
but a of it
or my in up
n your for away
in this on in
yet that with on
plus is at around
nd some NUMBER out
an an if over
to his from off

Table 4: Example topic-independent function class
distributions (CFUN) learned from the Twitter POS
dataset with POSLDA.

expect to have high importance with one or two
outliers. More importantly, however, the POS-
specific topics also generally reflect their syntac-
tic roles. Each of the verbs is assuredly (even
without the proper context) a verb (with the sin-
gle outlier being the word “so”), and the same
thing for the nouns. The adjectives seem to fit
as well; though many of the words could be con-
sidered nouns depending on the context, it is clear
how given the topic each of the words could very
well act as an adjective. A final point worth
mentioning is that, unlike LDA, we do not per-
form stopword removal. Instead, the POSLDA
model has pushed stopwords to their own func-
tion classes (rather than content) freeing us from
having to perform pre- or post-processing steps
to ensure interpretable topics. The top words in
four of these topic-independent function classes,
learned from the Twitter POS dataset, are shown
in Table 4.3 These function word distributions are
even more cohesive than the content word distri-
butions, showing that the standard stopwords have
been accounted for as we expect in their respec-
tive function classes.

3Note that we make use of the tag dictionary when learn-
ing these word distributions.

5.2 Predictive Language Modeling

While we have demonstrated that our model can
achieve improved accuracy in POS tagging for
Twitter data, it can also be useful for other kinds
of language analysis in the social media do-
main. In the following experiments, we test the
POSLDA model quantitatively by determining its
ability as a predictive language model. Follow-
ing a standard practice in topic modeling research
(Blei et al., 2003; Griffiths et al., 2005), we fit a
model to a training set and then compute the per-
plexity of a held-out test set. For this experiment,
we use the Twitter POS training dataset described
earlier (16,348 words across 999 tweets). We then
perform testing on the Twitter POS testing dataset
(8,027 words across 500 tweets). We compare
the perplexity – a monotonically decreasing func-
tion of the log likelihood – to LDA, a Bayesian
HMM, and HMMLDA. Finally, we use Minka’s
fixed-point method (Wallach, 2008) to optimize
the hyperparameters α and β.
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Figure 3: Perplexity of POSLDA and other probabilis-
tic models.
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Figure 3 shows the perplexity on the held-out
Twitter test set for models trained with K =
{5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30}. The Bayesian HMM is not
affected by the number of topics and is able to
beat the HMMLDA model at K = 5. It also
achieves lower perplexity than the LDA model at
K = 5, 25, and 30. Our POSLDA model, how-
ever, achieves the lowest perplexity of all tested
models at all topic settings that we tested. This
demonstrates that POSLDA is a good candidate
for both language modeling and for further la-
tent probabilistic model-based analysis of Twitter
data.

6 Discussion

In the previous section we demonstrated both
qualitatively and quantitatively that our model
captures two sources of information from unstruc-
tured texts: thematic (or semantics) and func-
tional (or syntactic). An important question to
consider is why – as we demonstrated in sec-
tion 4 – learning this sort of information im-
proves our ability to perform unsupervised POS
tagging. One reason is discussed in the introduc-
tion: semantic information can help disambiguate
the POS for a word that typically serves a differ-
ent function depending on the topic that it is nor-
mally associated with. This phenomenon likely
plays an important role in the accuracy improve-
ments that we observe. However, another feature
of the model is the distinction between “content”
POS classes and “function” POS classes. The for-
mer will depend on the current topic while the
latter are universal across thematic space. This
will also represent an improvement over the bare
HMM because words that depend on the cur-
rent topic – typically nouns, verbs, adjectives,
and adverbs – will be forced to these classes due
to their long-range thematic dependencies while
words with only short-range dependencies will be
pushed to the function POS classes. This latter
type of words – conjunctions, determiners, etc.
– naturally do not depend on themes so as they
are pushed to the function-only POS classes, and
so one step of disambiguation has already been
performed. This is the same behaviour as in the
HMMLDA model by Griffiths et al. (2005), but
here we are able to perform proper POS tagging
because there is more than just a single content
word class and we are therefore able to discern
between the topic-dependent parts-of-speech.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have shown that incorporating
semantic topic information into a Bayesian HMM
can result in impressive increases in accuracy for
unsupervised POS tagging. Specifically, we pre-
sented POSLDA – a topic model consistent across
the axes of both semantic and syntactic meanings.
Using this model to perform unsupervised POS
tagging results in consistent and statistically sig-
nificant increases in POS tagging accuracy and
decreases in variation of information when per-
forming POS clustering. These improvements are
demonstrated on a novel release of data from the
microblogging social network site Twitter. This
type of dataset is of particular interest because un-
supervised POS tagging will likely be most im-
portant in specialized idiosyncratic domains with
atypical features and small amounts of labelled
training data. Crucially, we showed that even
with the inconsistent and at times strange use of
grammar, slang, and acronyms, the syntactic por-
tion of the model demonstrably improves not only
the predictive ability of the model in terms of
perplexity, but also the accuracy in unsupervised
POS tagging. This is important because in gen-
eral tweets are far from being representative of
“proper” grammar. Nevertheless, there clearly ex-
ists some adherence to syntactic structure as the
use of the HMM within our model improves word
prediction and POS tagging.

This work represents the first – to our knowl-
edge – application of latent thematic information
to the unsupervised POS tagging task.4 How-
ever, due to the encouraging results, there are a
number of future research directions that present
themselves from this work. One immediate task is
to extend POSLDA to a nonparametric Bayesian
model. Section 4.2 shows how varying the num-
ber of topics K in the model can affect the tag-
ging accuracy by up to a full percentage point. A
nonparametric version of the model would free us
from having to perform the initial model selection
step to get the best accuracy. Another avenue for
future work is to infuse more structure into the
model such as word morphology.

4There has been some work done to include semantic in-
formation collected separately in a supervised POS tagging
approach (Toutanova and Johnson, 2008).
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Abstract

In this paper, we address the issue of how
different personalities interact in Twitter. In
particular we study users’ interactions using
one trait of the standard model known as the
“Big Five”: emotional stability. We collected
a corpus of about 200000 Twitter posts and
we annotated it with an unsupervised person-
ality recognition system. This system exploits
linguistic features, such as punctuation and
emoticons, and statistical features, such as fol-
lowers count and retweeted posts. We tested
the system on a dataset annotated with per-
sonality models produced from human judge-
ments. Network analysis shows that neurotic
users post more than secure ones and have the
tendency to build longer chains of interacting
users. Secure users instead have more mutual
connections and simpler networks.

1 Introduction and Background

Twitter is one of the most popular micro-blogging
web services. It was founded in 2006, and allows
users to post short messages up to 140 characters of
text, called “tweets”.

Following the definition in Boyd and Ellison
(2007), Twitter is a social network site, but is shares
some features with blogs. Zhao and Rosson (2009)
highlights the fact that people use twitter for a va-
riety of social purposes like keeping in touch with
friends and colleagues, raising the visibility of their
interests, gathering useful information, seeking for
help and relaxing. They also report that the way
people use Twitter can be grouped in three broad
classes: people updating personal life activities,

people doing real-time information and people fol-
lowing other people’s RSS feeds, which is a way to
keep informed about personal intersts.

According to Boyd et al. (2010), there are many
features that affect practices and conversations in
Twitter. First of all, connections in Twitter are di-
rected rather than mutual: users follow other users’
feeds and are followed by other users. Public mes-
sages can be addressed to specific users with the
symbol @. According to Honeycutt and Herring
(2009) this is used to reply to, to cite or to include
someone in a conversation. Messages can be marked
and categorized using the “hashtag” symbol #, that
works as an aggregator of posts having something
in common. Another important feature is that posts
can be shared and propagated using the “retweet”
option. Boyd et al. (2010) emphasize the fact that
retweeting a post is a means of participating in a dif-
fuse conversation. Moreover, posts can be marked as
favorites and users can be included into lists. Those
practices enhance the visibility of the posts or the
users.

In recent years the interest towards Twitter raised
in the scientific community, especially in Informa-
tion Retrieval. For example Pak and Paroubek
(2010) developed a sentiment analysis classifier
from Twitter data, Finin et al. (2010) performed
Named Entity Recognition on Twitter using crowd-
sourcing services such as Mechanical Turk1 and
CrowdFlower2, and Zhao et al. (2011) proposed a
ranking algorithm for extracting topic keyphrases
from tweets. Of course also in the personality recog-

1https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome
2http://crowdflower.com
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nition field there is a great interest towards the anal-
ysis of Twitter. For example Quercia et al. (2011)
analyzed the correlations between personality traits
and the behaviour of four types of users: listeners,
popular, hi-read and influential.

In this paper, we describe a personality recog-
nition tool we developed in order to annotate data
from Twitter and we analyze how emotional stabil-
ity affects interactions in Twitter. In the next sec-
tion, given an overview of personality recognition
and emotional stability, we will describe our person-
ality recognition system in detail and we present the
dataset we collected from Twitter. In the last two
sections we report and discuss the results of the ex-
periment and we provide some provisional conclu-
sions.

2 Personality Recognition

2.1 Definition of Personality and Emotional
Stability

Personality is a complex of attributes that charac-
terise a unique individual. Psychologists, see for ex-
ample Goldberg (1992), formalize personality along
five traits known as the “Big Five”, a model intro-
duced by Norman (1963) that has become a stan-
dard over the years. The five traits are the following:
Extraversion (sociable vs shy); Emotional stabil-
ity (calm vs insecure); Agreeableness (friendly vs
uncooperative); Conscientiousness (organized vs
careless); Openness (insightful vs unimaginative).

Among all the 5 traits, emotional stability plays a
crucial role in social networks. Studying offline so-
cial networks, Kanfer and Tanaka (1993) report that
secure (high emotional stability) subjects had more
people interacting with them. Moreover, Van Zalk et
al. (2011) reports that youths who are socially anx-
ious (low emotional stability) have fewer friends in
their network and tend to choose friends who are so-
cially anxious too. We will test if it is true also in
online social networks.

2.2 Previous Work and State of the Art

Computational linguistics community started to pay
attention to personality recognition only recently.
A pioneering work by Argamon et al. (2005) clas-
sified neuroticism and extraversion using linguistic
features such as function words, deictics, appraisal

expressions and modal verbs. Oberlander and Now-
son (2006) classified extraversion, emotional sta-
bility, agreeableness and conscientiousness of blog
authors’ using n-grams as features. Mairesse et al.
(2007) reported a long list of correlations between
big5 personality traits and 2 feature sets, one from
linguistics (LIWC, see Pennebaker et al. (2001) for
details) and one from psychology (RMC, see Colt-
heart (1981)). Those sets included features such
as punctuation, length and frequency of words used.
They obtained those correlations from psychologi-
cal factor analysis on a corpus of Essays (see Pen-
nebaker and King (1999) for details) annotated with
personality, and developed a supervisd system for
personality recognition available online as a demo3.
In a recent work, Iacobelli et al. (2011) tested dif-
ferent feature sets, extracted from a corpus of blogs,
and found that bigrams and stop words treated as
boolean features yield very good results. As is stated
by the authors themselves, their model may overfit
the data, since the n-grams extracted are very few in
a very large corpus. Quercia et al. (2011) predicted
personality scores of Twitter users by means of
network statistics like following count and retweet
count, but they report root mean squared error, not
accuracy. Finally Golbeck et al. (2011) predicted the
personality of 279 users from Facebook using either
linguistic. such as word and long-word count, and
extralinguistic features, such as friend count and the
like. The State-of-the-art in personality recognition

E.Stab. Arg05 Ob06 Mai07 Ia11 Gol11
acc 0.581 0.558 0.573 0.705 0.531

Table 1: State-of-the-Art in Personality Recognition from
language for the emotional stability trait.

is reported in table 1. Argamon (Arg05) and Ober-
lander (Ob06) use naive bayes, Mairesse (Mai07)
and Iacobelli (Ia11) use support vector machines and
Golbeck (Gol11) uses M5 rules with a mix of lin-
guistic and extralinguistic features.

2.3 Description of the Unsupervised
Personality Recognition Tool

Given a set of correlations between personality traits
and some linguistic or extralinguistic features, we

3http://people.csail.mit.edu/francois/research/personality/
demo.html
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are able to develop a system that builds models of
personality for each user in a social network site
whose data are publicly available. In our system per-
sonality models can take 3 possible values: secure
(s), neurotic (n) and omitted/balanced (o), indicat-
ing that a user do not show any feature or shows both
the features of a neurotic and a secure user in equal
measure. Many scholars provide sets of correlations
between some cues and the traits of personality for-
malized in the big5. In our system we used a fea-
ture set taken partly from Mairesse et al. (2007) and
partly from Quercia et al. (2011). The former pro-
vides a long list of linguistic cues that correlate with
personality traits in English. The latter provides the
correlations between personality traits and the count
of following, followers, listed and retweeted.

We selected the features reported in table 2, since
they are the most frequent in the dataset for which
we have correlation coefficients with emotional sta-
bility.

Features Corr. to Em. Stab. from
exclam. marks -.05* Mai07
neg. emot. -.18** Mai07
numbers .05* Mai07
pos. emot. .07** Mai07
quest. marks -.05* Mai07
long words .06** Mai07
w/t freq. .10** Mai07
following -.17** Qu11
followers -.19** Qu11
retweeted -.03* Qu11

Table 2: Features used in the system and their Pearson’s
correlation coefficients with personality traits as reported
in Mairesse et al. (2007) and Quercia et al. (2011). * = p
smaller than .05 (weak correlation), ** = p smaller than
.01 (strong correlation)

Exclamation marks: the count of ! in a post;
negative emoticons: the count of emoticons ex-
pressing negative feelings in a post; numbers: the
count of numbers in the post; positive emoticons:
the count of emoticons expressing positive feelings
in a post; question marks: the count of ? in a post;
long words: count of words longer than 6 charac-
ters in the post; word/token frequency: frequency
of repeated words in a post, defined as

wt =
repeated words
post word count

following count: the count of users followed; fol-
lowers count: the count of followers; retweeted
count: the amount of user’s posts retweeted.

The processing pipeline, as shown in figure 1, is
divided in three steps: preprocess, process and eval-
uation.

Figure 1: Unsupervised Personality Recognition System
pipeline.

In the preprocessing phase the system randomly
samples a predefined number of posts (in this case
2000) in order to capture the average occurrence of
each feature. In the processing phase the system
generates one personality model per post matching
features and applying correlations. If the system
finds feature values above the average, it increments
or decrements the score associated to emotional sta-
bility, depending on a positive or negative correla-
tion. The list of all features used and their correla-
tions with personality traits provided by Mairesse et
al. (2007) (Mai07) and Quercia et al. (2011) (Qu11),
is reported in table 2.

In order to evaluate the personality models gen-
erated, the system compares all the models gener-
ated for each post of a single user and retrieves one
model per user. This is based on the assumption that
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one user has one and only one complex personality,
and that this personality emerges at a various levels
from written text, as well as from other extralinguis-
tic cues. The system provides confidence and vari-
ability as evaluation measures. Confidence gives a
measure of the consistency of the personality model.
It is defined as

c =
tp
M

where tp is the amount of personality models (for
example “s” and“s”, “n” and “n”), matching while
comparing all posts of a user and M is the amount
of the models generated for that user. Variability
gives information about how much one user tends
to write expressing the same personality traits in all
the posts. It is defined as

v =
c
P

where c is confidence score and P is the count of
all user’s posts. The system can evaluate personal-
ity only for users that have more than one post, the
other users are discarded.

Our personality recognition system is unsuper-
vised. This means that it exploits correlations in or-
der to build models and does not require previously
annotated data to modelize personality. Since the
evaluation is performed directly on the dataset we
need to test the system before using it. In the fol-
lowing section we describe how we tested system’s
performance.

2.4 Testing the Unsupervised Personality
Recognition Tool

We run two tests, the first one to evaluate the accu-
racy in predicting human judges on personality, and
the second one to evaluate the performance of the
system on Twitter data. In the first one, we com-
pared the results of our system on a dataset, called
Personage (see Mairesse and Walker (2007)), an-
notated with personality ratings from human judges.
Raters expressed their judgements on a scale from 1
(low) to 7 (high) for each of the Big Five personal-
ity traits on English sentences. In order to obtain a
gold standard, we converted this scale into our three-
values scheme applying the following rules: if value
is greater or equal to 5 then we have “s”, if value is
4 we have “o” and if value is smaller or equal to 3

we have “n”. We used a balanced set of 8 users (20
sentences per user), we generated personality mod-
els automatically and we compared them to the gold
standard. We obtained an accuracy of 0.625 over a
majority baseline of 0.5, which is in line with the
state of the art.

In the second test we compared the output of our
system to the score of Analyzewords4, an online tool
for Twitter analysis based on LIWC features (see
Pennebaker et al. (2001)). This tool does not provide
big5 traits but, among others, it returns scores for
“worried” and “upbeat”, and we used those classes
to evaluate “n” and “s” respectively. We randomly
extracted 18 users from our dataset (see section 3 for
details), 10 neurotics and 8 secure, and we manually
checked whether the classes assigned by our system
matched the scores of Analyzewords. Results, re-

p r f1
n 0.8 0.615 0.695
s 0.375 0.6 0.462
avg 0.587 0.607 0.578

Table 3: Results of test 2.

ported in table 3, reveal that our system has a good
precision in detecting worried/neurotic users. The
bad results for upbeat/secure users could be due to
the fact that the class “upbeat” do not correspond
perfectly to the “secure” class. Overall the perfor-
mance of our system is in line with the state of the
art.

3 Collection of the Dataset

The corpus, called “Personalitwit2”, was collected
starting from Twitter’s public timeline5. The sam-
pling procedure is depicted in figure 2.

We sampled data from December 25th to 28th,
2011 but most of the posts have a previous post-
ing date since we also collected data from user
pages, where 20 recent tweets are displayed in re-
verse chronological order. For each public user,
sampled from the public timeline, we collected the
nicknames of the related users, who had a conver-
sation with the public users, using the @ symbol.
We did this in order to capture users that are in-
cluded in social relationships with the public users.

4http://www.analyzewords.com/index.php
5http://twitter.com/public timeline
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Figure 2: Data sampling pipeline.

We excluded from sampling all the retweeted posts
because they are not written by the user themselves
and could affect linguistic-based personality recog-
nition. The dataset contains all the following in-
formation for each post: username; text; post date;
user type (public user or related user); user retweet
count; user following count; user followers count;
user listed count; user favorites count; total tweet
count; user page creation year; time zone; related
users (users who replied to the sampled user); reply
score (rp), defined as

rp =
page reply count
page post count

and retweet score (rt), defined as

rt =
page retweet count

page post count

min median mean max
tweets 3 5284 12246 582057
following 0 197 838 320849
followers 0 240 34502 17286123
listed 0 1 385 539019
favorites 0 7 157 62689

Table 4: Summary of Personalitwit2.

Figure 3: Frequency distribution of users per language.
From the top: Arabic, Bahasa, Chinese, Czech, Dutch,
English, French, German, Greek, Hebrew, Hindi, Italian,
Japanese, Korean, Malay, Norwegian, Portuguese, Rus-
sian, Slovene, Spanish, Swedish, Thai, Turkish, Uniden-
tified.

In the corpus there are 200000 posts, more than
13000 different users and about 7800 ego-networks,
where public users are the central nodes and re-
lated users are the edges. We annotated the corpus
with our personality recognition system. The aver-
age confidence is 0.601 and the average variability
is 0.049. A statistical summary of the data we col-
lected is reported in table 4, the distribution of users
per language is reported in figure 3. We kept only
English users (5392 egonetworks), discarding all the
other users.

4 Experiments and Discussion

Frequency distribution of emotional stability trait in
the corpus is as follows: 56.1% calm users, 39.2%
neurotic users and 4.7% balanced users.

We run a first experiment to check whether neu-
rotic or calm users tend to have conversations with
other users with the same personality trait. To this
purpose we extracted all the ego-networks anno-
tated with personality. We automatically extracted

14



Figure 4: Relationships between users with the same per-
sonality traits.

the trait of the personality of the “public-user” (the
center of the network) and we counted how many
edges of the ego-network have the same personal-
ity trait. The users in the ego-network are weighted:
this means that if a “public-user” had x conversa-
tions with the same “related-user”, it is counted x
times. The frequency is defined as

freq =
trait count

egonetwork nodes count

where the same trait is between the public-user and
the related users. The experiment, whose results are
reported in figure 4, shows that there is a general
tendency to have conversations between users that
share the same traits.

We run a second experiment to find which person-
ality type is most incline to tweet, to retweet and to
reply. Results, reported in figure 5, show that neu-
rotic users tend to post and to retweet more than sta-
ble users. Stable users are slightly more inclined to
reply with respect to neurotic ones.

In order to study if conversational practices
among users with similar personality traits might
generate different social structure, we applied a so-
cial network analysis to the collected data through
the use of the Gephi software6. We analysed sepa-
rately the network of interactions between neurotic
users (n) and calm users (s) to point out any person-
ality related aspect of the emerging social structure.
Visualisations are shown in figure 6.

Due to the way in which data have been acquired
6http://www.gephi.org

Figure 5: Relationships between emotional stability and
Twitter activity.

- starting from the users randomly displayed on the
Twitter public timeline - there is a large number of
scattered networks made of few interactions. Never-
theless the extraction of the ego networks allowed
us to detect a rather interesting phenomena: neu-
rotic users seem to have the tendency to build longer
chains of interacting users while calm users have the
tendency to build mutual connections.

The average path length value of neurotic users
is 1.551, versus the average path length measured
on the calm users of 1.334. This difference results
in a network diameter of 6 for the network made of
only neurotic users and of 5 for the network made
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Figure 6: Social structures of stable (s) and neurotic (n)
users.

of secure users. A single point of difference in the
network diameter produces a neurotic network much
more complex than the calm network. While this
difference might be overlooked in large visualisa-
tions due to the presence of many minor clusters of
nodes it becomes evident when we focus only on the
giant component of the two networks in figure 7.

The giant components are those counting the ma-
jor part of nodes and can be used as an exam-
ple of the most complex structure existing within
a network. As it should appear clear neurotic net-
work contains more complex interconnected struc-
tures than calm network even if, as we claimed be-
fore, have on average smaller social networks.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we presented an unsupervised system
for personality recognition and we applied it suc-

Figure 7: Giant components of stable (s) and neurotic (n)
users.

cessfully on a quite large and richly annotated Twit-
ter dataset. Results confirm some offline psycholog-
ical findings in the social networks online, for ex-
ample the fact that neurotic people tend to choose
friends who are also neurotic.

We also confirm the fact that neurotic users have
smaller social networks at the level of a single user,
but they tend to build longer chains. This means
that a tweet propagated in “neurotic networks” has
higher visibility. We also found that neurotic users
have the highest posting rate and retweet score.

In the future we should change the sampling set-
tings in order to capture larger networks. It would be
also very interesting to explore how other person-
ality traits affect user’s behaviour. To this purpose
we need to improve the personality recognition sys-
tem and we would benefit from topic identification,
which is another growing field of research.
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Abstract 

Recognizing speech act types in Twitter is of 

much theoretical interest and practical use. 

Our previous research did not adequately 

address the deficiency of training data for this 

multi-class learning task. In this work, we set 

out by assuming only a small seed training set 

and experiment with two semi-supervised 

learning schemes, transductive SVM and 

graph-based label propagation, which can 

leverage the knowledge about unlabeled data. 

The efficacy of semi-supervised learning is 

established by our extensive experiments, 

which also show that transductive SVM is 

more suitable than graph-based label 

propagation for our task. The empirical 

findings and detailed evidences can 

contribute to scalable speech act recognition 

in Twitter. 

1. Introduction 

The social media platform of Twitter makes 

available a plethora of data to probe the 

communicative act of people in a social network 

woven by interesting events, people, topics, etc. 

Communicative acts such as disseminating 

information, asking questions, or expressing 

feelings all fall in the purview of “speech act”, a 

long established area in pragmatics (Austin 

1962). The automatic recognition of speech act 

in tons of tweets has both theoretical and 

practical appeal. Practically, it helps tweeters to 

find topics to read or tweet about based on 

speech act compositions. Theoretically, it 

introduces a new dimension to study social 

media content as well as providing real-life data 

to validate or falsify claims in the speech act 

theory. 

Different taxonomies of speech act have been 

proposed by linguists and computational 

linguists, ranging from a few to over a hundred 

types. In this work, we adopt the 5 types of 

speech act used in our previous work (Zhang et 

al. 2011), which are in turn inherited from 

(Searle 1975): statement, question, suggestion, 

comment, and miscellaneous. Our choice is 

based on the fact that unlike face-to-face 

communication, twittering is more in a 

“broadcasting” style than on a personal basis. 

Statement and comment, which are usually 

intended to make one’s knowledge, thought, and 

sentiment known, thus befit Twitter’s 

communicative style. Question and suggestion 

on Twitter are usually targeted at other tweeters 

in general or one’s followers. More interpersonal 

speech acts such as “threat” or “thank” as well as 

rare speech acts in Twitter (Searle’s (1975) 

“commissives” and “declaratives”) are relegated 

to “miscellaneous”. Some examples from our 

experimental datasets are provided in Table 1. 
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Tweet Speech Act 

Libya Releases 4 Times 

Journalists - 

http://www.photozz.com/?104k 

Statement 

#sincewebeinghonest why u so 

obsessed with what me n her 

do?? Don't u got ya own 

man???? Oh wait..... 

Question 

RT @NaonkaMixon: I will 

donate 10 $ to the Red Cross 

Japan Earthquake fund for 

every person that retweets this! 

#PRAYFORJAPAN 

Suggestion 

is enjoying this new season of 

#CelebrityApprentice.... Nikki 

Taylor = Yum!! 

Comment 

65. I want to get married to 

someone i meet in highschool. 

#100factsaboutme 

Miscellaneous 

Table 1. Example Tweets with Speech acts 

 

Assuming one tweet demonstrates only one 

speech act, the automatic recognition of those 

speech act types in Twitter is a multi-class 

classification task. We concede that this 

assumption may not always hold in real 

situations. But given the short length of tweets, 

multi-speech act tweets are rare and we find this 

simplifying assumption effective in reducing the 

complexity of our problem. A major problem 

with this task is the deficiency of training data. 

Tweeters as well as face-to-face interlocutors do 

not often identify their speech acts; human 

annotation is costly and time-consuming. 

Although our previous research (Zhang et al. 

2011) sheds light on the preparation of training 

data, it did not adequately address this problem. 

Our contribution in this work is to directly 

address the problem of training data deficiency 

by using two well-known semi-supervised 

learning techniques that leverage the relationship 

between a small seed of training data and a large 

body of unlabeled data: transductive SVM and 

graph-based label propagation. The empirical 

results show that the knowledge about unlabeled 

data provides promising solutions to the data 

deficiency problem, and that transductive SVM 

is more competent for our task. Our exploration 

with different training/unlabeled data ratios for 

three major Twitter categories and a mixed-type 

category provides solid evidential support for 

future research. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. 

Section 2 reviews works related to speech act 

recognition and semi-supervised learning; 

Section 3 briefly discusses supervised learning of 

speech act types developed in our earlier work 

and complementing the previous findings with 

learning curves. The technical details of semi-

supervised learning are presented in Section 4. 

Then we report and discuss the results of our 

experiments in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 

concludes the paper and outlines future 

directions. 

2. Related Work  

The automatic recognition of speech act, also 

known as “dialogue act”, has attracted sustained 

interest in computational linguistics and speech 

technology for over a decade (Searle 1975; 

Stolcke et al. 2000). A few annotated corpora 

such as Switchboard-DAMSL (Jurafsky et al. 

1997) and Meeting Recorder Dialog Act (Dhillon 

et al. 2004) are widely used, with data 

transcribed from telephone or face-to-face 

conversation. 

Prior to the flourish of microblogging services 

such as Twitter, speech act recognition has been 

extended to electronic media such as email and 

discussion forum (Cohen et al. 2004; Feng et al. 

2006) in order to study the behavior of email or 

message senders. 

The annotated corpora for ordinary verbal 

communications and the methods developed for 

email, or discussion forum cannot be directly 

used for our task because Twitter text has a 

distinctive Netspeak style that is situated 

between speech and text but resembles neither 

(Crystal 2006, 2011). Compared with email or 

forum post, it is rife with linguistic noises such 

as spelling mistakes, random coinages, mixed 

use of letters and symbols. 

Speech act recognition in Twitter is a fairly 

new task. In our pioneering work (Zhang et al. 

2011), we show that Twitter text normalization is 

unnecessary and even counterproductive for this 

task. More importantly, we propose a set of 

useful features and draw empirical conclusion 

about the scope of this task, such as recognizing 

speech act on the coarse-grade category level 

works as well as on the fine-grade topic level. In 

this work, we continue to adopt this framework 

including other learning details (speech act types 

and feature selection for tweets), but the new 

quest starts where the old one left: tackling 

insufficient training data. 
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As in many practical applications, sufficient 

annotated data are hard to obtain. Therefore, 

unsupervised and semi-supervised learning 

methods are actively pursued. While 

unsupervised sentence classification is rule-based 

and domain-dependent (Deshpande et al. 2010), 

semi-supervised methods that both alleviate the 

data deficiency problem and leverage the power 

of state-of-the-art classifiers hold more promises 

for different domains (Medlock and Briscoe 

2007; Erkan et al. 2007). 

In the machine learning literature, a classic 

semi-supervised learning scheme is proposed by 

Yarowsky (1995), which is a classical self-

teaching process that makes no use of labeled 

data before they are classified. More theoretical 

analyses are made by (Culp and Michailidis 2007) 

and (Haffari and Sarkar 2007).  

Transductive SVM (Joachims 1999) extends 

the state-of-the-art inductive SVM by explicitly 

considering the relationship between labeled and 

unlabeled data. The graph-based label 

propagation model (Zhu et al. 2003; Zhou et al. 

2004) using a harmonic function also 

accommodates the knowledge about unlabeled 

data. We will adapt both of them to our multi-

class classification task. 

Jeong et al. (2009) report a semi-supervised 

approach to classifying speech acts in emails and 

online forums. But their subtree-based method is 

not applicable to our task because Twitter’s noisy 

textual quality cannot be found in the much 

cleaner email or forum texts. 

3. Supervised Learning of Speech Act 

Types  

Supervised learning of speech act types in 

Twitter relies heavily on a good set of features 

that capture the textual characteristics of both 

Twitter and speech act utterances. As in our 

previous work, we use speech act-specific cues, 

special words (abbreviations and acronyms, 

opinion words, vulgar words, and emoticons), 

and special characters (Twitter-specific 

characters and a few punctuations). Tweet-

external features such as tweeter profile may also 

help, but that is beyond the focus of this paper. 

Although it has been empirically shown that 

speech act recognition in Twitter can be done 

without using training data specific to topics or 

even categories, it is not clear how much training 

data is needed to achieve desirable performance. 

In order to answer this question, we adopt the 

same experimental setup and datasets as reported 

in (Zhang et al. 2011) and plot the learning 

curves shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Learning Curves of Each Category and 

All Tweets 

 

For all individual experiments, the test data are 

a randomly sampled 10% set of all annotated 

data. When training data reach 90%, we actually 

duplicate the reported results. However, Figure 1 

shows that it is unnecessary to use so much 

training data to achieve good classification 

performance. For News and Entity, the 

classification makes little noticeable 

improvement after the training data ratio reaches 

40% (training : test = 4 : 1). For Mixed (the 

aggregate of the News, Entity, LST datasets) and 

LST, performance peaks even earlier at 20% 

training data (training : test = 2 : 1) and 10% 

(training : test = 1 : 1).  

It is delightful to see that only a moderate 

number of annotated data are needed for speech 

act recognition. But even that number (for the 

Mixed dataset, 10% training data are over 800 

annotated tweets) may not be available and in 

many situations, test data may be much more 

than training data. Taking this challenge is the 

next important step we make. 

4. Semi-Supervised Learning of Speech 

Act Types  

The problem setting of a small seed training 

(labeled) set and a much larger test (labeled) set 

fits the semi-supervised learning scheme. Classic 

semi-supervised learning approaches such as 

self-teaching methods (e.g., Yarowsky 1995) are 

mainly concerned with incrementing high-

confidence labeled data in each round of training. 

They do not, however, directly take into account 

the knowledge about unlabeled data. The recent 

research emphasis is on leveraging knowledge 

about unlabeled data during training. In this 

section, we discuss two such approaches. 
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4.1 Transductive SVM 

The standard SVM classifier popularly used in 

text classification is also known as inductive 

SVM as a model is induced from training data. 

The model is solely dependent on the training 

data and agnostic about the test data. In contrast, 

transductive SVM (Vapnik 1998; Joachims 1999) 

predicts test labels by using the knowledge about 

test data. In the case of test (unlabeled) data far 

outnumbering training (labeled) data, 

transductive SVM provides a feasible scheme of 

semi-supervised learning. 

For a single-class classification problem {xi, yi} 

that focuses on only one speech act type, where 

xi is the ith tweet and yi is the corresponding 

label and { 1, 1}iy     denotes whether xi 

contains the speech act or not, inductive SVM is 

formulated to find an optimal hyperplane 

sign(w∙xi – b) to maximize the soft margin 

between positive and negative objects, or to 

minimize: 

 
2

1/ 2 i

i

C  w  

s.t. ( ) 1i i iy b    x w , 0i   

 

where i is a slack variable. Adopting the same 

formulation, transductive SVM further considers 

test data xi* during training by finding a labeling 

yj* and a hyperplane to maximize the soft margin 

between both training and test data, or to 

minimize: 
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where i is a slack variable for the test data. In 

fact, labeling test data is done during training. 

As the maximal margin approach proves very 

effective for text classification, its transductive 

variant that effectively uses the knowledge about 

test data holds promises of handling the 

deficiency of labeled data. 

4.2 Graph-based Label Propagation 

An alternative way of using unlabeled data in 

semi-supervised learning is based on the intuition 

that similar objects should belong to the same 

class, which can be translated into label 

smoothness on a graph with weights indicating 

object similarities. This is the idea underlying 

Zhu et al.’s (2003) graph-based label propagation 

model using Gaussian random fields.   

We again focus on a single-class classification 

problem. Formally, {x1, … xN} are N tweets, 

having their actual speech act labels y = {y1, … 

yL, … yN} (yi ∊{1, 0} denoting whether xi 

contains the speech act or not) with the first L of 

them known, and f = {f1, … fL, … fN} are their 

predicted labels. Let L = {x1, … xL} and U = 

{xL+1, … xN} and the task is to determine 

{fL+1, … fN} for U. We further define a graph G = 

(V, E), where V = L∪U and E is weighted by W 

= [wij]N×N  with wij denoting the similarity 

between xi and xj. Preferring label smoothness on 

G and preserving the given labels, we want to 

minimize the loss function: 

 
2

,

( ) 1/ 2 ( ) T

ij i j

i j L U

E w f f
 

  f f Δf  

s.t. fi = yi (i = 1, …, L) 

 

where Δ = D − W is the combinatorial graph 

Laplacian with D being a diagonal matrix [dij]N×N 

and ii ij

j

d w . 

This can be expressed as a harmonic function, 

h = argmin fL = yLE(f), which satisfies the 

smoothness property on the graph: 

( ) 1/ ( ( ))ii ik

k

h i d w h k  . If we define 

/ij ij ik

k

p w w  and collect pij and h(i) into 

matrix P and column vector h, solving Δh = 0 s.t. 

hL = yL is equivalent to solving h = Ph. 

To find the solution, we can use L and U to 

partition h and P: 

L

U

 
  
 

h
h

h
,

,

,

LL LU

UL UU

 
  
 

P P
P

P P
 

and it can be shown that 
1( )U UU UL L

 h I P P y . 

To get the final classification result, those 

elements in hU that are greater than a threshold 

(0.5) become 1 and the others become 0. 

This approach propagates labels from labeled 

data to unlabeled data on the principle of label 

smoothness. If the assumption about similar 

tweets having same speech acts holds, it should 

work well for our problem. 

4.3 Multi-class Classification 

In the previous formulations, we emphasized 

“single-class classification” because both 
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transductive SVM and graph-based label 

propagation are inherently one class-oriented. 

Since our problem is a multi-class one, we 

transform the problem to single-class 

classifications by using the one-vs-all scheme.  

Specifically, for each class (speech act type) ci, 

we label all training instances belonging to ci as 

+1 and all those belonging to other classes as −1 

and then do binary classification. For our 

problem with 5 speech act types, we make 5 such 

transformations. The final prediction is made by 

choosing the class with the highest classification 

score from the 5 binary classifiers. Both 

transductive SVM and graph-based label 

propagation produce real-valued classification 

scores and are amenable to this scheme. 

5. Experiments  

Our experiments are designed to answer two 

questions: 1) How useful is semi-supervised 

speech act learning in comparison with 

supervised learning? 2) Which semi-supervised 

learning approach is more appropriate for our 

problem? 

5.1 Experimental Setup 

We use the 6 datasets in our previous study
1
, 

which fall into 3 categories: News, Entity, Long-

standing Topic (LST). Each of the total 8613 

tweets is labeled with one of the following 

speech act types: sta (statement), que (question), 

sug (suggestion), com (comment), mis 

(miscellaneous). In addition, we randomly select 

1000 tweets from each of the categories to create 

a Mixed category of 3000 tweets. Figures 2 to 5 

illustrate the distributions of the speech act types 

in the 3 original categories and the Mixed 

category. 

 

 
Figure 2. Speech Act Distribution (News) 

 

                                                           
1 http://www4.comp.polyu.edu.hk/~csrzhang 

 
Figure 3. Speech Act Distribution (Entity) 

 

 
Figure 4. Speech Act Distribution (LST) 

 

 
Figure 5. Speech Act Distribution (Mixed) 

 

For each category, we use two 

labeled/unlabeled data settings, with labeled data 

accounting for 5% and 10% of the total so that 

the labeled/unlabeled ratios are set at 

approximately 1:19 and 1:9. The labeled data in 

each category are randomly selected in a 

stratified way: using the same percentage to 

select labeled data with each speech act type. The 

stratified selection is intended to keep the speech 

act distributions in both labeled and unlabeled 

data. Table 2 and Table 3 list the details of data 

splitting using the two settings. 

 

Category # Labeled # Unlabeled Total 

News 155 2995 3150 

Entity 72 1391 1463 

LST 198 3802 4000 

Mixed 147 2853 3000 

Table 2. Stratified Data Splitting with 5% as 

Labeled 
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Category # Labeled # Unlabeled Total 

News 312 2838 3150 

Entity 144 1319 1463 

LST 399 3601 4000 

Mixed 298 2702 3000 

Table 3. Stratified Data Splitting with 10% as 

Labeled 

 

For comparison with supervised learning, we 

also use inductive SVM. The inductive and 

transductive SVM classifications are 

implemented by using the SVM
light

 tool
2
 with a 

linear kernel. For the graph-based label 

propagation method, we populate the similarity 

matrix W with weights calculated by a Gaussian 

function. Given two tweets xi and xj,  
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where ║.║ is the L2 norm. Empirically, the 

Gaussian function measure leads to better results 

than other measures such as cosine. Then we 

convert the graph to an εNN graph (Zhu and 

Goldberg 2009) by removing edges with weight 

less than a threshold because the εNN graph 

empirically outperforms the fully connected 

graph. The threshold is set to be μ + σ, the mean 

of all weights plus one standard deviation. 

5.2 Results 

To better evaluate the performance of semi-

supervised learning on speech act recognition in 

Twitter, we report the classification scores for 

both multi-class and individual classes, as well as 

confusion matrices. 
 

Multi-class Evaluation 

Table 4 lists the macro-average F scores and 

weighted average F scores for all classifiers and 

all categories at the 5% labeled data setting. 

Macro-average F is chosen because it gives equal 

weight to all classes. Since some classes (e.g., sta) 

have much more instances than others (e.g., que), 

macro-average F ensures that significant score 

change on minority classes will not be 

overshadowed by small score change on majority 

classes. In contrast, weighted average F is 

calculated according to class instance numbers, 

which is chosen mainly because we want to 

compare the result with supervised learning 

(reported in Zhang et al. 2011 and Figure 1). In 

                                                           
2 http://svmlight.joachims.org/ 

this and the following tables, iSVM, tSVM, and 

GLP denote inductive SVM, transductive SVM, 

and graph-based label propagation. 
 

 
Macro-average F Weighted average F 

iSVM tSVM GLP iSVM tSVM GLP 

News .374 .502 .285 .702 .759 .643 

Entity .312 .395 .329 .493 .534 .436 

LST .295 .360 .216 .433 .501 .376 

Mixed .383 .424 .245 .539 .537 .391 

Table 4. Multi-class F scores (5% labeled data) 

 

Almost without exception, transductive SVM 

achieves the best performance. Measured by 

macro-average F, it outperforms inductive SVM 

with a gain of 10.7% (Mixed) to 34.2% (News). 

Consistent with supervised learning results, 

semi-supervised learning results degrade with 

News > Entity > LST, indicating that both semi-

supervised learning and supervised learning are 

sensitive to dataset characteristics. More uniform 

tweet set (e.g., News) leads to better 

classification and greater improvement by semi-

supervised learning. That also explains why the 

Mixed category, composed of the most 

diversified tweets, benefits least from semi-

supervised learning. 

Conversely, supervised learning (inductive 

SVM) on the Mixed category benefits from the 

data hodgepodge even though the test data are 19 

times the training data. Its macro-average F is 

higher than the other categories although it does 

not have the most training data. Its weighted-

average F using inductive SVM is even higher 

than using transductive SVM. 

It is a little surprising to find that the graph-

based label propagation performs very poorly. In 

all but one place, the GLP score is lower than its 

iSVM counterpart. This may indicate that the 

graph method cannot adapt well to the multi-

class scenario and we will show more evidences 

in the next two sections. 

To understand the effectiveness of semi-

supervised learning, a better way than doing 

numerical calculation is juxtaposing semi-

supervised data settings with their comparable 

supervised data settings, which is shown in Table 

5. The supervised data settings are of those with 

the closest weighted average F (waF) to the 

semi-supervised (tSVM) waF from our previous 

results (Figure 1). 
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 # labeled labeled :unlabeled waF 

 Semi-supervised (tSVM) 

News 155 1 : 19 .759 

Entity 72 1 : 19 .534 

LST 198 1 : 19 .501 

Mixed 147 1 : 19 .537 

 Supervised (with closest waF) 

News 945 1 : 0.3 .768 

Entity 146 1 : 1 .589 

LST 800 1 : 0.5 .501 

Mixed 861 1 : 1 .596 

 

Table 5. Semi-supervised Learning vs. 

Supervised Learning 
 

Obviously semi-supervised learning by 

transductive SVM can achieve classification 

performance comparable to supervised learning 

by inductive SVM, with less training data and 

much lower labeled/unlabeled ratio. This shows 

that semi-supervised learning such as 

transductive SVM holds much promise for 

scalable speech act recognition in Twitter. 

It is tempting to think that with more labeled 

data and higher labeled/unlabeled ratio, semi-

supervised learning performance should improve. 

To put this conjecture to test, we double the 

labeled data (from 5% to 10%) and 

labeled/unlabeled ratio (from 1/19 to 1/9), with 

results in Table 6. 
 

 
Macro-average F Weighted average F 

iSVM tSVM GLP iSVM tSVM GLP 

News .403 .524 .298 .731 .762 .647 

Entity .441 .440 .311 .587 .575 .406 

LST .335 .397 .216 .459 .512 .384 

Mixed .435 .463 .284 .557 .553 .415 

Table 6. Multi-class F scores (10% labeled data) 

 

Compared with Table 4, increased labeled data 

does lead to some improvement, but not much as 

we would expect, the largest gain being 15.9% 

(macro-average F on Mixed, using GLP). Note 

that this is achieved at the cost of labeling twice 

as much data and predicting half as much. In 

contrast, the inductive SVM performance is 

improved by as much as 41.3% (macro-average 

F on Entity). Such evidence shows that semi-

supervised learning of speech acts in Twitter 

benefits disproportionately little from increased 

labeled data, or at least the gain is not worth the 

pain. In fact, this is good news for scalable 

speech act recognition. 

 

Individual Class Evaluation 

For more microscopic inspection, we also report 

the classification results on individual classes for 

all categories. In Table 7, we list the rankings of 

F measures by each classifier for each speech act 

type and each category. The one-letter notations i, 

t, g are short for iSVM, tSVM, and GLP. 

Therefore, t > g > i means tSVM outperforms 

GLP, which outperforms iSVM, in terms of F 

measure. The labeled data are 5%. 
 

 Sta Que Sug Com Mis 

News t >g>i t >i>g t >i>g t >i>g t >g>i 

Entity t >g>i t >i>g g >t>i i >t>g t >g>i 

LST i >g>t t >i>g i >t>g t >i>g t >g>i 

Mixed i >t>g t >i>g t >i>g i >t>g t >g>i 

Table 7. Classifier Rankings for Each Speech 

Act Type and Category (5% Labeled Data) 
 

In 15 out of the 20 rankings, transductive 

SVM or graph-based label propagation beats 

inductive SVM, which shows the efficacy of 

semi-supervised learning in this class-based 

perspective. Transductive SVM is the champion, 

claiming 14 top places.  

We also find that the overall performance of 

graph-based label propagation is the poorest, 

claiming 12 out of 20 bottom places. After 

inspecting the data, we observe that the 

underlying assumption of GLP that similar 

objects belong to the same class is questionable 

for speech act recognition in Twitter. Tweets 

with different speech acts (e.g., question and 

comment) may appear very similar on the graph. 

The maximal margin approach is apparently 

more appropriate for our problem.  

On the other hand, the GLP performance 

evaluated on individual classes is better than 

evaluated on the multi-class if we compare Table 

7 and Table 4, where GLP is almost always the 

lowest achiever. This indicates that in multi-class 

classification, GLP suffers further from the one-

vs-all converting scheme, a point we will make 

clearer in the following. 
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Confusion matrices 

Confusion matrix provides another perspective to 

understand the multi-class classification 

performance. For brevity’s sake, we present the 

confusion matrices of the three classifiers on the 

News category with 5% labeled data in Figure 6 

to Figure 8. Similar patterns are also observed for 

the other categories and with 10% labeled data. 

Note that the rows represent true classes and the 

columns represent predicted classes. 

 
 Sta Que Sug Com Mis 

Sta 2043 0 5 14 0 

Que 46 7 2 9 0 

Sug 211 1 61 21 0 

Com 276 2 10 164 0 

Mis 120 0 1 2 0 

Figure 6. Confusion Matrix of iSVM (News, 5% 

Labeled Data) 

 

 Sta Que Sug Com Mis 

Sta 1848 4 56 90 64 

Que 19 17 7 20 1 

Sug 95 0 158 31 10 

Com 143 5 19 275 10 

Mis 94 3 4 15 7 

Figure 7. Confusion Matrix of tSVM (News, 5% 

Labeled Data) 

 

 Sta Que Sug Com Mis 

Sta 1852 0 4 11 195 

Que 19 6 0 0 39 

Sug 123 0 25 2 144 

Com 134 0 0 47 271 

Mis 102 0 0 1 20 

Figure 8. Confusion Matrix of GLP (News, 5% 

Labeled Data) 

 

The News category is typically biased towards 

the statement speech act, which accounts for 

69% of the total tweets according to Figure 2. As 

a result, the iSVM tends to classify tweets of the 

other speech acts as statement. Figure 6 also 

shows that the prediction accuracy is correlated 

with the training amount. The two classes with 

the least training data, question and 

miscellaneous, demonstrate the lowest accuracy. 

Clearly, supervised learning suffers from training 

data deficiency. 

Both tSVM and GLP show the effect of 

leveraging unlabeled data as they assign new 

labels to some instances wrongly classified as 

statement. Transductive SVM is more successful 

in that it moves most of the Sug and Com 

instances to the diagonal. The situation for Que 

and Mis is also better, though the prediction 

accuracy still suffers from lack of training data. 

Figure 8, however, reveals an intrinsic problem 

of applying graph-based label propagation to 

multi-class classification. Most instances are 

predicted as either Sta or Mis. The wrong 

prediction as Mis cannot be explained by 

imbalance of training data. Rather, it is due to the 

fact that the single-class scores for Mis after 

smoothing on the graph are generally higher than 

those for Que, Sug, or Com. In other words, the 

graph-based method is highly sensitive to class 

differences when multi-class prediction is 

converted from single-class predictions on a 

scheme like one-vs-all. 

In contrast, transductive SVM does not suffer 

much from class differences according to Figure 

7, proving to be more suitable for multi-class 

classification than graph-based label propagation. 

5.3 Summary 

For the task of recognizing speech acts in Twitter, 

we have made some interesting findings from the 

extensive empirical study. To wrap up, let’s 

summarize the most important of them in the 

following. 

1) Semi-supervised learning approaches, 

especially transductive SVM, perform 

comparably to supervised learning approaches, 

such as inductive SVM, with considerably less 

training data and lower training/test ratio. 

Increasing training data cannot improve 

performance proportionately. 

2) Transductive SVM proves to be more 

effective than graph-based label propagation for 

our task. The performance of the latter is hurt by 

two factors: a) the inappropriate assumption 

about similar tweets having the same speech act 

and b) its vulnerability to class differences under 

the one-vs-all multi-class conversion scheme. 

3) For supervised learning as well as semi-

supervised learning for multi-class classification, 

training data imbalance poses no lesser threat 

than training data deficiency. 
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6. Conclusion and Future Work  

Speech act recognition in Twitter facilitates 

content-based user behavior study. Realizing that 

it is obsessed with insufficient training data, we 

start where previous research left. 

We are not aware of previous study of semi-

supervised learning of speech acts in Twitter and 

in this paper we contribute to scalable speech act 

recognition by drawing conclusions from 

extensive experiments. Specifically, we 

1) extend the work of (Zhang et al. 2011) by 

establishing the practicality of semi-supervised 

learning that leverages the knowledge of 

unlabeled data as a promising solution to 

insufficient training data;  

2) show that transductive SVM is more 

effective than graph-based label propagation for 

our problem, which aptly extends the maximal 

margin approach to unlabeled data and is more 

amenable to the multi-class scenario; 

3) provide detailed empirical evidences of 

multi-class and single-class results, which can 

inform future extensions in this direction and 

design of practical systems. 

At this stage, we are not sure whether the one-

vs-all scheme is a bottleneck to one class-

oriented classifiers (it appears to be so for the 

graph-based method). Therefore we will next 

explore other multi-class conversion schemes 

and also consider semi-supervised learning using 

inherently multi-class classifiers such as Naïve 

Bayes or Decision Tree. In the future, we will 

also explore unsupervised approaches to 

recognizing speech acts in Twitter. 
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Abstract

Classifying blog posts by topics is useful
for applications such as search and market-
ing. However, topic classification is time
consuming and error prone, especially in an
open domain such as the blogosphere. The
state-of-the-art relies on supervised meth-
ods, requiring considerable training effort,
that use the whole corpus vocabulary as fea-
tures, demanding considerable memory to
process. We show an effective alternative
whereby distant supervision is used to ob-
tain training data: we use Wikipedia arti-
cles labelled with Freebase domains. We
address the memory requirements by using
only named entities as features. We test our
classifier on a sample of blog posts, and re-
port up to 0.69 accuracy for multi-class la-
belling and 0.9 for binary classification.

1 Introduction

With the ever increasing popularity of blogging
grows the need of finding ways for better or-
ganizing the blogosphere. Besides identifying
SPAM from legitimate blogs, one promising idea
is to classify blog posts into topics such as travel,
sports, religion, and so on, which could lead to
better ways of exploring the blogosphere. Be-
sides navigation, blog classification can be useful
as a data preprocessing step before other forms
of analysis can be done: for example companies
can view the perception and reception of prod-
ucts, movies, books and more based on opinions
in blogs of different segments.

We approach the problem by using machine
learning. In particular, in the development of a
learning-based classifier, two crucial tasks are the

choice of the features and the building of train-
ing data. We adopt a novel approach when se-
lecting features: we use an off-the-shelf Named
Entity Recognition (NER) tool to identify entities
in the text. Our hypothesis is that one can de-
tect the topic of a post by focusing on the entities
discussed in the post. Previous text classification
tools use the entire vocabulary as potential fea-
tures, which is a superset of our feature set. Our
results show that despite using a smaller feature
set, our method can achieve very high accuracy.

Obtaining training data is a challenge for most
learning tools, as it often involves manual inspec-
tion of hundreds or thousands of examples. We
address this by using distant supervision, where
a separate dataset is used to obtain training data
for the classifier. The distant dataset used here
is Freebase1, which is an open online database,
along with related Wikipedia articles. The classes
in our tests are domains in Freebase, which are
defined by their curators.

Summary of Results. For our evaluation, we
use a large sample of blog posts from a pub-
lic snapshot of the blogosphere, collected around
2008. These posts are manually labeled by volun-
teers (undergraduate students in Computing Sci-
ence), and used as the ground-truth test data.

Our results indicate that training a classifier
relying on named entities using Freebase and
Wikipedia, can achieve high accuracy levels on
manually annotated data. We also identify some
potential problems related to selecting the cate-
gories to be used in the classification. Overall,
our results indicate that robust classifiers are pos-
sible using off-the-shelf tools and freely available

1http://www.freebase.com/.
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training data.

2 Related Work

Our work is related to topic identification tech-
niques such as Latent Dirichlet Analysis (LDA),
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) and Latent Se-
mantic Indexing (LSI) (Steyvers and Griffiths,
2007). These techniques infer possible topic
classes, and use unsupervised learning (cluster-
ing) approaches. In contrast, our technique allows
the specification of classes (topics) of interest and
attempts to classify text within those classes only.
Next we discuss two other lines of work more
closely related to ours.

Blog classification. There have been few at-
tempts at classifying blog posts by topic. Most
previous methods focus on classification of the
authors and the sentiment of the posts.

Ikeda et al. (2008) discussed the classification
of blog authors by gender and age. They use a
semi-supervised technique and look at the blogs
in groups of two or more. These groupings are
based on which are relatively similar and rela-
tively different. They assume that multiple en-
tries from the same author are more similar to
each other than to posts from other blogs, and
use this to train the classifier. The classifier they
use is support vector machines, and the bag-of-
words feature representation. Thus, they consider
all unique words in their classification. They find
their methods to be 70-95% accurate on age clas-
sification, depending on the particular age class
(i.e. the 20s vs the 30s class is more difficult to
distinguish than the 20s vs the 50s) and up to 91%
accurate on gender identification. This is quite
different than the approach presented here, as we
are examining topic classification.

Yang et al. (2007) consider the sentiment (posi-
tive or negative) analysis of blog posts. Their clas-
sifier is trained at the sentence level and applied
to the entire document. They use emoticons to
first create training data and then use support vec-
tor machines and conditional random fields in the
actual classification. They use individual words
as features and find that conditional random fields
outperform support vector machines. This paper
works both with blog posts and distance learning
based on the emoticons, however this type of dis-
tant supervision is slightly different than our ap-
proach. It may also be referred to as using weakly

labeled data.
Elgersma and de Rijke (2008) classify blogs

as personal vs non-personal. The authors define
personal blogs as diary or journal, presenting per-
sonal accounts of daily life and intimate thoughts
and feelings. They use the frequency of words
more often used in personal blogs versus those
more frequently used in general blogs, pronouns,
in-links, out-links and hosts as the features for the
blogs. They then perform supervised training on
the data using a set of 152 manually labeled blogs
to train their classifier. The results show that the
decision tree method produced the highest accu-
racy at about 90% (Elgersma and de Rijke, 2008).

A work which looks at true topic classifica-
tion of blogs, as is being done here, is that of
Hashimoto and Kurohashi (2008), who use a do-
main dictionary to classify blog posts without ma-
chine learning (i.e., using a rule-based system).
They use keywords for each domain, or category
as the basis for classification. They then create
a score of a blog post based on the number of
keywords from each domain; the domain with the
highest count becomes the category for that post.
They also expand the keywords in their domain by
adding new words on the fly. This is done by tak-
ing an unknown word (one that does not currently
exist in a domain) and attempting to categorize it
using its online search results and/or Wikipedia
article. They attempt to classify the results or ar-
ticle and then, in turn, classify the word. They
find their classification method to be up to 99%
accurate. This idea can be related to the use of
Freebase as the domain dictionary in the current
problem, but will be expanded to include machine
learning techniques, which these authors avoid.

Distant supervision. Distant supervision is a
relatively new idea in the field of machine learn-
ing. The term was first introduced by Mintz et
al. (2009) in 2009 in their paper on relation ex-
traction. The idea is to use facts in Freebase to
obtain training data (i.e., provide distant supervi-
sion), based on the premise that if a pair of enti-
ties that have a relation in Freebase, it will likely
be expressed in some way in a new context. They
found their approach to be about 66-69% accu-
rate on large amounts of data. Although the goal
of their work (namely, extracting relations from
the text) was different from ours, the use of Free-
base and entities is directly related to the work
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presented here.
Go et al. (Go et al., 2009) use distant supervi-

sion to label the sentiment associated with Twitter
posts. They use tweets containing emoticons to
label the training data, as follows. If a tweet con-
tains a :) or an : ( then it is considered to have
a positive or a negative sentiment. Those tweets
with multiple emoticons were discarded. Then
emoticons themselves are removed from all data
(to avoid them being used as features), and the
labeled data is used to train the classifier. They
found their approach to be around 78-83% ac-
curate using several different machine learning
techniques (Go et al., 2009). The authors do not
discuss their feature representations in detail, but
make use of both unigrams and bigrams.

Phan et al. (Phan et al., 2008) consider using
a universal data set to train a classifier for web
data similar to blogs . This idea is very similar
to the concept of distant supervision. They con-
sider Wikipedia and MEDLINE, as universal data
sets, and they use the maximum entropy as their
classifier. They apply their methods to two prob-
lems, topic clustering of web search results and
disease classification for medical abstracts; they
report accuracy levels around 80%.

3 Method

Our hypothesis is that one can predict the topic of
a blog post based on “what” that post is about.
More precisely, we focus on the recognizable
named entities that appear in the blog post. Our
intuition is that if a blog post mentions “Barack
Obama” and the “White House” prominently, it
is probably a post about politics. On the other
hand, a post mentioning “Edmonton Oilers” and
“Boston Bruins” is most likely about hockey. Nat-
urally, there will be posts mentioning entities
from different topics, say for example, a comment
about the president attending a hockey game. In
such cases, our hypothesis is that the other enti-
ties in the same post would help break the tie as
to which class the post belongs to.

Our method consists of using a classifier
trained with all topics of interest. We obtain
training data using distant supervision, as fol-
lows. The topics come from Freebase, an open,
online database compiled by volunteers. At the
time of writing, it contains approximately 22 mil-
lion objects which belong to one or more of a to-
tal of 86 domains. Each object in Freebase is a

Category Articles Distinct Entities

government 2,000 265,974
celebrities 1,605 85,491
food & drink 2,000 70,000
religion 2,000 175,948
sports 2,000 189,748
travel 2,000 125,802
other 2,000 384,139

Table 1: Topic categories chosen from Freebase do-
mains

unique person, place, thing or concept that exists
in the world. An example of an entity would be
“Barack Obama” or “republican”. A major data
source for Freebase is Wikipedia; indeed, there
is even a one-to-one mapping between articles in
Wikipedia and the corresponding objects in Free-
base.

Discussion. Our motivation to use Freebase and
Wikipedia comes from their large size and free
availability, besides the fact these are fairly high
quality resources–given the dedication of their
contributors. It should be noted that this is a per-
fect example where distant supervision comes as
an ideal approach, in the sense that the classifica-
tion of objects into domains (i.e., topics) is done
manually, and with great care, leading to high
quality training data. Moreover, the nature of both
datasets, which allow any web user to update and
contribute to them, leads us to believe they will re-
main up-to-date, and will likely contain mentions
to recent events which the bloggers would be dis-
cussing. Thus, one should expect a high overlap
between the named entities in these resources and
the blog posts.

3.1 Classifying Blog Posts

The classification of blog posts by topic is done by
using the named entity recognition tool to extract
all named entities (features) for the blog post, and
feeding those to the topic classifier. We consider
two classification tasks:

• Multi-class: In this case, we are given a blog
post and the task is to determine which of the
7 topics (as in Table 1) it belongs to.

• Binary classification: In this case, we are
given a blog post and a specific topic (i.e.,
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Blog (Test) Data Wikipedia (Training) Data

words/post entities/post words/article entities/article

celebrities 420 49 2,411 311
food & drink 256 28 1,782 144
government 20,176 2,363 6,013 803
other 395 50 10,930 1,245
religion 516 52 3,496 402
sports 498 73 4,716 741
travel 359 41 2,101 239

Table 2: Average word count and entity count per blog post and per Wikipedia article.

class), and the task is to determine whether
or not the post belongs in that topic.

The multi-class task is more relevant in an ex-
ploratory scenario, where the user would browse
through a collection of posts and use the classi-
fier as a means to organize such exploration. The
binary classification, on the other hand, is more
relevant in a scenario where the user has a spe-
cific need. For example, a journalist interested in
politics would rather use a classifier that filtered
out posts which are not relevant. By their nature,
the binary classification task demands higher ac-
curacy.

Features The only features that make sense to
use in our classification are those named entities
that appear both in the training data (Wikipedia)
and the test data (the blog posts). That is, we
use only those entities which exist in at least one
blog post and in at least one Wikipedia article. It
is worth mentioning that this reduces drastically
the memory needed for classification, compared
to previous methods that use the entire vocabulary
as features.

Each data point (blog or Wikipedia article) is
represented by a vector, where each column of the
vector is an entity. Two feature representations
were created:

• In-out: in this representation we record the
presence (1) or absences (0) of the named en-
tity in the data point; and

• Count: in this representation we record the
number of times the named entity appears in
the data point.

In-Out Count

10-Fold Test 10-Fold Test
NB 0.59 0.37 0.51 0.29

SVM 0.26 0.18 0.49 0.22
NBM 0.71 0.57 0.68 0.60

Table 3: Summary of Accuracy on Multi-Class Data

4 Experimental Design

We collected the training data as follows. First,
we discarded generic Freebase domains such as
Common and Metaweb System Types, which do
not correspond to meaningful topics. We also
discarded other domains which were too narrow,
comprising only a few objects. We then concen-
trated on domains for which we could find many
objects and for which we could perform a reason-
able evaluation. For the purposes of this paper,
the 7 domains shown in Table 1 were used as top-
ics. For each topic, we find all Freebase objects
and their corresponding Wikipedia articles, and
we collect the 2,000 longest articles (as those are
most likely to contain the most named entities).
The exception was the celebrities topic, for which
only 1,605 articles were used. From these articles,
we extract the named entities (i.e., the features),
thus obtaining our training data. In the end, we
used 4,000 articles for each binary classification
experiment and 13,605 for the multi-class one.

As for test data, we used the ICWSM 2009
Spinn3r Blog Dataset (Burton et al., 2009), which
was collected during the summer of 2008, coin-
ciding with the build-up for the 2008 Presidential
Elections in the US. In total, the collections has
approximately 25M blog posts in English. For
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a b c d e f g ← classified as

0 0 0 0 0 0 50 a celebrities
0 0 0 0 0 0 50 b food & drink
0 0 15 27 0 0 8 c government
0 0 0 0 0 0 50 d other
0 0 0 0 0 0 50 e religion
0 0 0 0 0 0 50 f sports
0 0 0 0 0 0 50 g travel

Table 4: Confusion Matrix of SVM on Test Set with
In-Out Rep.

our evaluations, we relied on volunteers2 who la-
beled hundreds of blogs, chosen among the most
popular ones (this information is provided in the
dataset), until we collected 50 blogs for each cat-
egory. For the binary classifications, we used 50
blogs as positive examples and 200 blogs ran-
domly chosen from the other topics as negative
examples. For the multi-class experiment, we use
the 350 blogs corresponding to the 7 categories.

Both the blogs and the Wikipedia articles were
tagged using the Stanford Named Entity Recog-
nizer (Finkel et al., 2005), which labels the en-
tities according to these types: Time, Location,
Organization, Person, Money, Percent, Date, and
Miscellaneous. After several tests, we found
that Location, Organization, Person and Miscel-
laneous were the most useful for topic classifi-
cation, and we thus ignored the rest for the re-
sults presented here. As mentioned above, we use
only the named entities in both the training and
test data, which, in our experiments, consisted of
14,995 unique entities.

Classifiers. We performed all our tests using
the Weka suite (Hall et al., 2009), and we tested
the following classifiers. The first was the Naive
Bayes (John and Langley, 1995) (NB for short),
which has been successfully applied to text clas-
sification problems (Manning et al., 2008). It
assumes attribute independence, which makes
learning simpler when the number of attributes
is large. A variation of the NB classifier, called
Naive Bayes Multinomial (NBM) (McCallum and
Nigam, 1998), was also tested, as it was shown
to perform better for text classification tasks in
which the vocabulary is large (as in our case). Fi-
nally, we also used the LibSVM classifier (Chang

2Undergraduate students in our lab.

In-Out Count

10-Fold Test 10-Fold Test
NB 0.66 0.59 0.58 0.32

SVM 0.33 0.22 0.53 0.22
NBM 0.76 0.64 0.72 0.64

Table 5: Summary of Accuracy on Multi-Class with-
out Travel

a b c d e ← classified as

46 0 0 3 1 a celebrities
3 25 21 0 1 b government
40 2 0 3 5 c other
5 1 1 43 0 d religion
13 0 0 0 37 e sports

Table 6: Confusion Matrix of NB on Test Set with In-
Out Rep

and Lin, 2001) (SVM), which is an implementa-
tion of support vector machines, a binary linear
classifier. The results reported in this paper were
obtained with LibSVM’s default tuning parame-
ters. SVMs are often used successfully in text
classification problems (Ikeda et al., 2008; Yang
et al., 2007; Go et al., 2009). These classifiers
were chosen specifically due to their success rate
with text classification as well as with other appli-
cations of distant supervision.

5 Experimental Results

We now present our experimental results, starting
with the multi-class task, in which the goal is to
classify each post into one of 7 possible classes
(as in Figure 1).

Accuracy in the Multi-class Task We report
accuracy numbers both for 10-fold cross valida-
tion (on the training data) as well as on the manu-
ally labelled blog posts (test data). The summary
of results is given in Table 3. Accuracy as high as
60% was obtained using the NBM classifier. The
standard NB technique performed quite poorly in
this case; as expected, NBM outperformed NB by
a factor of almost two, using the count represen-
tation. Overall, the count representation produced
better results than in-out on the test data, while
losing on the cross-validation tests. Surprisingly,
SVM performed very poorly in our tests.

These results were not as high as expected, so
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In-Out Count

10-Fold Test 10-Fold Test

NB 0.70 0.60 0.62 0.40
SVM 0.47 0.38 0.67 0.40
NBM 0.79 0.67 0.76 0.69

Table 7: Summary of Accuracy on Multi-Class sans Travel, Food

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: Precision and Recall for Multi-Class Results Using Count Representation. Legend: CEL (Celebrities),
FOO (food & drink), GOV (government), OTH (other), REL (religion), SPO (sport), TRA (travel).

we inspected why that was the case. What we
found was that the classifiers were strongly bi-
ased towards the travel topic: NB, for instance,
classified 211/350=60% of the samples that way,
instead of the expected 14% (50/350). In the case
of SVM, this effect was more pronounced: 88%
of the posts were classified as travel. Table 4
shows the confusion matrix for the worst results
in our tests (SVM with in-out feature representa-
tion), and fully illustrates the point.

We then repeated the tests after removing the
travel topic, resulting in an increase in accuracy
of about 5%, as shown in Table 5. However, an-
other inspection at the confusion matrices in this
case revealed that the food & drink class received
a disproportionate number of classifications.

The highest accuracy numbers we obtained for
the multi-class setting were when we further re-
moved the food & drink class (Table 7). Consis-
tent with previous results, our highest accuracy
was achieved with NBM using the count feature
representation: 69%. Table 6. gives the confusion
matrix for this task, using NB. We can see that
the posts are much better distributed now than in
the previous cases, approximating the ideal confu-
sion matrix which would have only non-zero en-
tries in the diagonal, signifying all instances were

correctly classified.

Recall in Multi-Class experiment. Accuracy
(or precision, as used in information retrieval)
measures the fraction of correct answers among
those provided by the classifier. A complemen-
tary performance metric is recall, which indicates
the fraction of correctly classified instances out of
the total instances of the class. Figure 1 shows the
breakdown of precision and recall for each class
using the NBM classifier, using the Count feature
representation for the tests with all 7 classes (a),
as well as after removing travel (b) and both travel
and food&drink (c).

As one can see, the overall accuracy by class
does change (and improves) as we remove travel
and then food&drink. However, the most signif-
icant change is for the class other. On the other
hand, both the accuracy and recall for celebrities,
religion and sports remain virtually unchanged
with the removal of these classes.

Discussion of Multi-class results. One clear
conclusion from our tests is the superiority of
NBM using Count features for this task. The mar-
gin of this superiority comes somewhat as a sur-
prise in some cases, especially when one com-
pares against SVM, but does not leave much room
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for argument.
As expected, some classes are much easier to

handle than others. Classes such as celebrities
are expected to be hard as documents in this topic
deal with everything about the celebrities, includ-
ing their preferences in politics, sports, the food
they like and the places they travel. Looking at
Figure 1, one possible factor for the relatively
lower performance for travel and food & drink
could be that the training data in these categories
have the lowest average word count and entity
count (recall Table 2). Another category with rel-
atively less counts is celebrities, which can also
be explained by the lower document count (1,605
available articles relating to this topic in Free-
base).

Another plausible explanation is that articles
in some classes can often be classified in either
topic. Articles in the travel topic can include in-
formation about many things that can be done and
seen around the world, such as the culinary traits
of the places being discussed and the celebrities
that visited them, or the religious figures that rep-
resent them. Thus, one would expect some over-
lap among the named entities relating to these less
well-defined classes. These concepts tie easily
into the various other topic categories we have
considered and help to explain why misclassifi-
cation was higher for these cases.

We also observed that with the NBM results, in
all three variations of the multi-class experiments,
there was a fairly consistent trade-off between re-
call and precision for the celebrities class. The
erroneous classification of posts into celebrities
could be explained in a similar way to those in
food&travel. The fact that celebrities can exist in
sports, politics, and religion means that many of
the posts may fit into two or more classes and ex-
plains the errors. The best way to explore this fur-
ther would be to do multiple class labels per post
rather than just choosing a single label.

One interesting point that Figure 1 supports is
the following. Recall that the need for the class
other is mostly to test whether the classifier can
handle “noise” (blogs which are too general to be
classified). With this in mind, the trend in Figure 1
(increasing classification performance as classes
are removed) is encouraging, as it indicates that
more focused classes (e.g., religion and sports)
can actually be separated well by a classifier us-
ing distant supervision, even in the presence of

less well-defined classes. Indeed, taken to the ex-
treme, this argument would suggest that the per-
formance in the binary classification scenario for
such classes would be the highest (which is indeed
the case as we discuss next).

5.1 Binary Classification
We now consider a different scenario, in which
the task is to perform a binary classification. The
goal is to identify posts of a specific class amongst
posts of all other classes. The percentage of cor-
rectly classified posts (i.e. test data) in this task,
based on each feature representation can be seen
in Table 8.

Overall, all classifiers performed much better
in this setting, although NBM still produced con-
sistently better results, with accuracy in the mid-
90% level for the count feature representation. It
is worth noting that SVM performed much better
for binary classifications compared to the multi-
class experiments, in some cases tying or ever so
slightly surpassing other methods.

Also, note that the classifiers do a much bet-
ter job on the more focused classes (e.g., religion,
sports), just as was the case with the multi-class
scenario. In fact, the accuracy for such classes
is near-perfect (92% for religion and 93% for
sports).

6 Conclusion

This paper makes two observations. First, our
novel approach of using a standard named entity
tagger to extract features for classification does
not compromise classification accuracy. Reduc-
ing the feature contributes to increasing the scala-
bility of topic classification, compared to the state
of the art which is to process the entire vocabu-
lary. The second observation is that distant super-
vision is effective in obtaining training data: By
using Freebase and Wikipedia to obtain training
data for standard machine learning classifiers, ac-
curacy as high as mid-90% were achieved on our
binary classification task, and around 70% for the
multi-class task.

Our tests confirmed the superiority of NBM for
text classification tasks, which had been observed
before. Moreover, our test also showed that this
superior performance is very robust across a vari-
ety of settings. Our results also show that it is im-
portant to consider topics carefully, as there can
be considerable overlap in many general classes
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In-Out Count

Class NB NBM SVM NB NBM SVM

religion 0.63 0.90 0.80 0.43 0.92 0.81
government 0.96 0.85 0.80 0.88 0.82 0.87
sports 0.62 0.79 0.79 0.90 0.93 0.79
celebrities 0.60 0.68 0.80 0.40 0.76 0.80

average 0.71 0.81 0.79 0.65 0.86 0.82

Table 8: Accuracy of Binary Classification.

and this can cause misclassification. Obviously,
such overlap is inevitable–and indeed expecting
that a single topic can be found for each post can
be viewed as a restriction. The most straight-
forward way to overcome this is by allowing mul-
tiple class labels per sample, rather than forcing a
single classification.

Given the difficulty of the task, we believe our
results are a clear indication that distant supervi-
sion is a very promising option for topic classifi-
cation of social media content.

Future Work. One immediate avenue for fu-
ture work is understanding whether there are tech-
niques that can separate the classes with high
overlap, such as celebrities, food&drinks and
travel. However, it is very hard even for humans
to separate these classes, so it is not clear what
level of accuracy can be achieved. Another option
is to examine additional features which could im-
prove the accuracy of the classifier without dras-
tically increasing the costs. Features of the blog
posts such as link structure and post length, which
we disregarded, may improve classification.

Moreover, one could use unsupervised meth-
ods to find relations between the named entities
and exploit those, e.g., for bootstrapping. A simi-
lar idea would be to exploit dependencies among
relational terms involving entities, which could
easily be done on blogs and the Wikipedia arti-
cles. Topic selection is another area for future
work. Our selection of topics was very general
and based on Freebase domains, but a more de-
tailed study of how to select more specific top-
ics would be worthwhile. For instance, one might
want to further classify government into political
parties, or issues (e.g., environment, energy, im-
migration, etc.).
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Abstract 

Originating from a multidisciplinary research 

project that gathers, around the Semantic 

Web standards and principles, Social 

Networking and Natural Language 

Processing along with some Bioinformatics 

notions, this paper sheds the light on some of 

the most critical aspects of the 

correspondingly adopted framework and real-

time knowledge architecture and modeling 

platform. It recognizes the considerable 

profits of an appropriate fusion between the 

aforementioned disciplines, especially via the 

proper exploitation of OWL 2 (Web 

Ontology Language) features and novelties, 

typically OWL 2 language profiles. 

Accordingly, it proposes a distinctive 

workflow with well-defined strategies for an 

ontology-aware user and NLP-assisted 

flexible and multidimensional approach for 

the management of the abundantly available 

Social data. Application scenarios related to 

awareness and orientation recommender 

systems based on biomedical domain 

ontologies for childhood obesity prevention 

and surveillance are explored as typical proof 

of concept application areas. 

1 Introduction 

In parallel with the Semantic Web's extremely 

active research community lies a continuous and 

exceptionally rising propagation of the Social 

Web. A remarkable advancement can be made if 

a proper methodology for maximizing the 

cooperation between the two webs can be set. 

Such a methodology should highly encourage the 

first Web to bring in its theories and formalisms 

to the second, in exchange for some of the latter's 

popularity and proliferation. 

 An amplified fusion between the Social and 

the Semantic Webs is indeed a strongly 

beneficial achievement to both disciplines. It 

shall solve the foremost problems undergone by 

each of them, yielding an outcome that by far 

surpasses the sum of its individual components 

by endorsing automation, standardization and 

interoperability, promoting efficient information 

extraction, querying and aggregations, and 

providing valuable large data sets to feed the 

Semantic Web applications from the abundant 

social networking Web 2.0 sites (SNS). These 

sites will successively benefit from Semantic 

Web applications to generate semantically-rich 

data, and an overall reflection of the henceforth 

strongly formalized Social Web's network effect 

on the Semantic Web, boosting its formerly 

limited usage (Breslin et al., 2009).  

 By delving into the Semantic Web's main 

achievements for Social Networking (SN), this 

research notices a lack in those involving the 

Semantic Web's advanced findings and relatively 

complicated vocabularies and grammars, 

particularly in the endeavors related to OWL 2 

(Web Ontology Language) novelties. In addition, 

it recognizes the major limitations and concerns 

related to complexity and accuracy when dealing 
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with ontology-aware Natural Language 

Processing for large amounts of data. 

 As a consequence, it proposes a promising 

flexible and multidimensional user and NLP-

assisted workflow for social data management 

encompassing different strategies varying 

according to prerequisite constraints and 

concerns. The proposed workflow is highlighted 

as part of a knowledge architecture and modeling 

platform that in addition to its possible 

incorporation of previous efforts, includes formal 

methods and models for more advanced 

Semantic Web accomplishments in support of 

SN.  

 The paper thus introduces a backbone 

knowledge base repository while laying a 

particular emphasis on an anticipated "meta-

semantics" model, revealing the numerous 

advantages it offers such as its particular 

language and fragment projection capabilities 

and the considerably gained flexibility whilst 

addressing a favorable application area along 

with appropriate corresponding profile reasoning 

facilities.  

 Furthermore, the suggested innovative policy 

for applying ontology-aware pattern-matching 

grammars for natural language processing, 

recommends a layered approach that considers 

preconditioned concerns and constraints to 

loosen or restrict text parsing procedures. On the 

other hand, it confers a Web 2.0 user 

collaboration novelty residing in promoting SN  

users "rule tagging" assignments that are initiated 

on account of domain-specific semantic 

arrangements in the knowledge base repository. 

This optional user intervention feature 

determines the semi-automatic as opposed to the 

fully automatic adopted strategy. 

 The overall initiative leads to valuable and 

fruitful foundations of semantically engineered 

social data for efficient decision support and 

recommender systems. 

 Conversely, data and methodologies for 

relevant application scenarios aiming at 

awareness and orientation recommender systems 

based on biomedical domain ontologies are 

provided to support the different endeavors and 

provide typical proof of concept application 

areas. 

 Following is a summary of the key 

contributions: 

• Highlights on the critical aspects of an 

inclusive approach and framework for a 

knowledge architecture and modeling 

platform, in its comprised layers and 

methodologies  

• A flexible and multi-dimensional social 

data management strategy 

• An analysis of the proposed strategy's 

sub-approaches  encompassing a crucial 

NLP component 

• A description and emphasis on the user's 

role in assigning "semantic rule tags". 

 The rest of this paper is organized as follows: 

in the next section, we provide an overview of 

some of the related background work. Section 3 

presents a very brief overview of the enclosing 

knowledge framework and platform; in Section 

4, the user and NLP-assisted workflow is 

portrayed and analyzed; Section 5 exposes OWL 

2-supported demonstrating scenarios that endow 

with recommender systems based on an ontology 

for childhood obesity surveillance. We finally 

wrap up with a conclusions section that 

comprises a closing discussion and highlights on 

future work. 

2 Contextual Background Overview 

Description Logics (DL) are a family of 

knowledge representation languages (Baader et 

al., 2006) having building blocks consisting of 

three kinds of entities: concepts, roles and 

individual names. A DL ontology consists of 

statements called axioms formed based on the 

different types of entities and separated into three 

groups: the set of terminological axioms TBox, 

assertional axioms ABox, and relational axioms 

RBox. 

 While the NLP-related background work will 

be progressively  presented in its related Section 

4, we will provide herein some general 

background information related to OWL 2 

novelties on the one hand, and to the main 

relevant Semantic Web realizations for the Social 

Web on the other.   

2.1 OWL 2 and Description Logics 

Concepts 

Relying on Description Logics, OWL 2 was 

designed to overcome limitations encountered in 

the initial version of OWL and to compensate for 

them (W3C, 2009). It presents extended 

expressivity, convenience features and various 

capabilities that will prove to be particularly 

beneficial for the SN typical data expressed in 

blogs, wikis, feedback updates, etc. OWL 2 

profiles are among the novelty aspects that will 
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mostly be referred to across different sections in 

this paper. 

 OWL 2 Profiles (also known as tractable 

fragments are "trimmed-down" versions of OWL 

2 DL; they are the result of a simple trade 

between all-inclusive expressivity and efficient 

reasoning. Every fragment addresses a favorable 

application area; it is therefore essential to 

identify the target scenario in order to apply the 

accordingly most favorable profile. In terms of 

reasoning engines, the regular OWL 2 reasoners 

are applicable; however, more capable 

specifically designed ones based on every 

fragment's constructs have been built. 

The main profiles presented for OWL 2 are: 

• OWL 2 EL: conceived for the reasoning 

over large-scale ontologies based on the 

EL++ family of description logics 

(Baader et al., 2005). This profile offers 

OWL's expressive features required by 

large-scale ontologies such as the 

"Systemised Nomenclature of Medicine - 

Clinical Terms" (SNOMED-CT) 

renowned ontology1. 

• OWL 2 QL: enabling conjunctive 

queries' satisfiability based on the DL-

Lite family of description logics 

(Calvanese et al., 2007), conceived 

specifically for reasoning with large 

amounts of data organized consistently 

with relatively simple schemata. 

• OWL 2 RL: a forward-chaining rule 

processing system supporting 

conjunctive rules and relying on a rule-

based description logics fragment 

(Grosof et al., 2003) and on parts of 

OWL Full rule-based implementations 

(ter Horst, 2005). 

2.2 Social Semantic Web Efforts and 

Ontologies 

The main efforts undergone based on a 

cooperation between the Semantic and the Social 

Webs have yielded a vast number of interesting 

SN specifications, ontologies and projects.  Some 

of the main contributions that our framework is 

set to be compatible with, to reuse and/or extend, 

are summarized next: 

• The Semantically Interlinked Online 

Community (SIOC 2 ) initiative presents 

an ontology for representing user 

activities in blogs and forums, thus 

                                                           
1 www.ihtsdo.org/snomed-ct 
2 www.sioc-project.org 

increasing the integration of the 

information in online communities. 

SIOC is a description of online-

community information. It offers a 

means to represent "rich data" from the 

Social Web in RDF  (Bojars et al., 2008). 

• The Friend-of-a-Friend (FOAF 3 ) is an 

ontology for describing people along 

with their relationships. FOAF can be 

integrated with other Semantic Web 

vocabularies and has been established as 

the most broadly used domain ontology 

on the semantic web (Miller and 

Brickley, 2010). 

• The Meaning of a Tag (MOAT 4 ) 

framework allows the association of tags 

to semantics, via linking them to 

knowledge base URIs such as DBpedia 

(Auer et al., 2007), GeoNames 5 , etc. 

(Passant and Laublet, 2008). 

3 Introducing the Overall Framework 

The various efforts described in this paper are all 

enfolded in an already conceptualized framework 

for a knowledge architecture and modeling 

platform that we briefly present herein. Figure 1 

provides a high level depiction of its main flow, 

components and layers. 

 Having as its core aim the extension of the 

cooperation between the Social and the Semantic 

Webs via an underlined use of highly developed 

and expressive Description Logics-based 

languages - namely OWL 2, this framework 

comprises: a knowledge base repository to hold 

the ontological data, rules and axioms, including 

specialized domain ontologies, and previously 

defined social semantic ones; a user and natural 

language processing-assisted approach to parse 

and detect semantics from SN Website data (to 

be explored in the next section),  as well as 

dedicated reasoning capabilities to offer a variety 

of knowledge and information system services 

and facilities. Typical reasoning services, 

typically elucidated in (Baader et al., 2006), like 

classification and subsumption, satisfiability and 

instance checking, inference discovery and query 

answering, rule validation and processing, are the 

means by which the outcome decision support 

systems capabilities are attainable. The backbone 

repository (based on the Semantic Meta-Object-

Facility, SMOF (OMG, 2010), another OWL 2

                                                           
3 www.foaf-project.org 
4 www. moat-project.org 
5 www.geonames.org 
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Figure 1- Knowledge-based Architecture and Modeling Platform General Overview

 

feature) also holds dedicated structures known as 

meta-semantics structures; they play a  crucial 

role in sorting and grouping the different axioms 

in the knowledge base, to later allow automatic 

scaling or downscaling between the OWL 2 

sublanguages having varying levels of 

expressivity. Algorithms and methods that allow 

this categorization procedure are beyond the 

scope of this paper, but it is worth noting that this 

process will have an important impact at the 

different platforms' levels, notably the NLP-

based social data management and ontology 

population workflow that forms the spotlight of 

this manuscript.   

4 Proposed User and NLP-Assisted 

Ontology Population Workflow 

The proposed strategy that will allow the 

generation of semantic annotations and the 

consequent ontological data population is next 

explored. In a few words, it is a 

multidimensional and flexible user and  NLP-

assisted approach relying on SN data constraints 

and knowledge based prerequisites for automatic 

or at least semi-automatic domain specific 

expressive ontology population.  

4.1 Online Social Data Sources and NLP 

Background 

The different Web 2.0 platforms such as 

Twitter 6 , Facebook 7 , LinkedIn 8 , as well as 

conventional Web logs (blogs), wikis and forums 

websites all form adequate sources of online SN 

data to be exploited by our framework, but surely 

with different levels of availability. Throughout 

our explored overall framework, we mostly rely 

on blog and forum posts, due to their 

accessibility facilities. 

 The data parsing layer targeting semantic 

information extraction from the available SN 

data is based on GATE (the General Architecture 

for Text Engineering) (Cunningham, 2002). 

GATE has rapidly grown and evolved to turn 

into one of the most mature NLP platforms. 

GATE's effectiveness in ontology-aware 

language processing has already been 

demonstrated within several studies and projects, 

such as KIM
9

, a platform for Information 

Extraction using GATE and targeting large-scale 

semantic annotation and ontology population 

based on the PROTON 
10

  lightweight ontology. 

                                                           
6 www.twitter.com 
7
 www.facebook.com 

8
 www.linkedin.com  

9
 www.ontotext.com/kim  

10 http://proton.semanticweb.org  
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Some efforts are even directed at more 

expressive OWL-DL support (Witte et al., 2010). 

In the scope of our framework, we exploit similar 

efforts, we further follow  our proposed 

workflow strategy and as a consequence, we 

reach an automatic or at least semi-automatic 

creation of the semantic annotations that 

accordingly lead to the population of our 

expressive domain ontologies with data 

compatible with existing relevant SN ontologies 

(FOAF
11

, SIOC
12

, etc.). 

4.2 User and NLP-Assisted Workflow for 

Social Data Management 

In an ideal situation, a straightforward fully 

automatic ontology population with instances 

assigned based on the ontology-aware NLP 

grammars allows the populated ontology to be 

readily exploitable by the different OWL 

reasoners. Constraints and considerations related 

to the length of the massive social data in 

question, as well as to the level of expressivity 

and complexity of the ontology's semantics 

stimulates the conceptualization and adoption of 

a more flexible and beneficial strategy and 

workflow, illustrated in Figure 2, that aims at 

overcoming or at least limiting the different 

constraints' significance. 

 As a particular processing aspect that is 

proper to our overall previously described 

framework, a more progressive role held by the 

SN User is highlighted. A user is accordingly 

encouraged to explicitly authenticate and even 

communicate meaningful expressive rules based 

on provided suggestions. We describe such a role 

with the terminology of "rules tagging" 

assignment, enthused by the different SN tagging 

systems - for instance Flickr
13

 and Del.icio.us
14

 - 

that make it possible for users to tag their photos, 

documents and webpages with simple descriptive 

taxonomies. 

 For a more comprehensive interpretation of 

Figure 2, we start by considering the main 

constraints to be taken into account a priori, 

those being the concerns related to the amount of 

data to be processed, and the complexity of the 

ontology grammar. 

Unless the availability of massive amounts of 

data to handle is not deemed problematic, 

                                                           
11

 www.foaf-project.org 
12

 www.sioc-project.org 
13

 www.flickr.com 
14 http://www.delicious.com/ 

predefined mostly impacting subsets of the 

original data can be arranged in accordance with: 

• The blog or forum post title 

• The first sentence or paragraph 

• The last sentence or paragraph 

• A preset number of lines 

• A preset number of sentences or 

paragraphs 

• The blogs and forums relevant to a 

particular SNS that is known to be 

mostly dedicated to our domain or sub-

domain in question 

• The blogs and forums satisfying a 

certain chronological period 

• The blogs and forums containing 

specific keywords (domain critical 

elements) 

• Combinations of the above elements 

 

 

 
Figure 2: Workflow Illustration 

 

Conversely, unless it is estimated more 

advantageous to deal with the full ontology, or at 

least the ensemble of axioms accepted by the 

employed NLP tool and appropriately developed 

grammars, semantic strategies can be adopted to 

deal with expressivity and complex ontology 

constructs concerns based on: 
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• DL particular less expressive 

sublanguages, typically the OWL 2 

profiles already introduced 

• DL specific types of constructs, 

assessed as mostly critical for the global 

flow 

• Most significant ontology classes or 

concepts 

• Particular key axioms or expressions 

• Preset number of levels to go deep in 

the ontology hierarchy 

• A particular branch or set of branches in 

the ontology hierarchy 

• The set of axioms and expressions 

relevant to  certain given concept/s 

• Proper combinations of the above 

To note that all these conditions and strategies 

are made possible through the backbone 

repository's already introduced "meta-semantics" 

structures. 

 As a result of all the above, and based on the 

presented inputs, constraints and limitations, 

different scenarios can be arranged, and we end 

up with one of four "possible sub-approaches" as 

denoted in the illustration: 

• Full text processing and open semantics 

approach, which encompasses thorough 

analysis and semantic matching covering 

complicated rules and grammars, which 

increases implementation complexity, 

performance and accuracy concerns. 

• Open semantics on restricted data 

approach, in which the originally large 

amount of data to be processed is 

minimized. 

• Full text processing with semantics 

restrictions approach, in which we can 

afford managing large amounts of data, 

but require a low degree of development 

complexity, and correspondingly a high 

accuracy of the attained results. 

• Data and semantics restricted approach, 

which minimizes the large amounts of 

processable data, as well as performance 

and accuracy concerns. 

These defined NLP-assisted approaches have 

corresponding meta structures in our metadata 

repository. Such structures retain information 

related to the source data's SNS Web 2.0 

platforms, to their related conditions and 

parameters for data and semantics restrictions. 

Having reached this stage, the availability or 

absence of the SNS user collaboration will 

determine whether the overall strategy towards 

ontology population is fully or semi automatic. 

Back to the role of the user in his "rule tagging" 

assignment, and to lay more emphasis on this 

role, we highlight the provisional output resulting 

from the described NLP strategy, which mainly 

consists of constructed templates of preliminary 

non-validated sets of semantics, including 

identity relations and rules, thus made available 

in a user friendly questionnaire form to 

optionally confirm, correct or even add more 

expressive axioms and details. Although not 

mandatory, this semi-automatic approach that 

includes a user intervention is deemed extremely 

advantageous, especially for the open semantics 

case where the available NLP technology has 

severe restrictions upon dealing with somewhat 

complex and expressive vocabularies and 

ontologies. Nevertheless, it is the overall 

flexibility provided at both the data and 

semantics level that will limit the accuracy 

concerns encountered in traditional NLP 

approaches. 

5 Proof of Concept and Application 

Scenarios 

Our efforts are being carried out under the scope 

of parents' awareness and orientation. Useful 

SNS data sources typically beneficial for our 

domain are "Mom Bloggers". While these sites 

are extremely active and abundant, most of our 

data is extracted based on Babycenter
15

 (which 

alone counts more than 20 million users), Canada 

Moms Blog
16

, Raising Children Network
17

, 

among others. 

As part of the Brain-to-Society (BtS) (Dubé et 

al., 2008) research endeavors that call for a  

whole-of-society (WoS) transformation, centered 

on the indivudual, the Childhood Obesity 

[Knowledge] Enterprise (COPE) ontology was 

conceived (Shaban-Nejad et al., 2011) with the 

aim of allowing cross-sectional analysis of the 

obesity domain and consequently generating both 

generic and customized preventive 

recommendations. Figure 3 depicts an 

OntoGraf
18

 visualization of a  partial view of its 

major concepts and relationships. 

   
                                                           
15

   www.babycenter.com 
16

   www.canadamomsblog.com 
17

  www. raisingchildren.net.au 
18  http://protegewiki.stanford.edu/wiki/OntoGraf 
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COPE’s data sources (mainly relevant to TBox 

and RBox ontological data, apart from the 

assertional ABox data generated from our 

ontology population workflow) are: RAMQ
19

, 

Canadian Community Health Survey (CCHS20) 

(population health database), CARTaGENE
21

, 

which offer information on medical history, 

genealogical data, lifestyles, etc..  
 The COPE ontology was extended and 

enriched with OWL 2 constructs to maximize its 

richness and expressivity and be able to take 

advantage of different language projection and 

reasoning facilities provided by our real-time 

knowledge architecture and modeling platform. 

It has hence served as a source for our 

semantically aware NLP grammars and 

Information Extraction algorithms.  

 To concretize a possible approach from the 

already proposed strategic workflow (the data 

and semantics restricted approach),  a hybrid 

methodology that considers the full ontological 

data related to childhood obesity risks for posts 

reported in 2012, performs a first phase of 

processing in which the filtering of all textual 

data compliant with the specified data 

restrictions occurs, and then proceeds to the 

remaining detailed semantics-based analysis. 

                                                           
19  Régie de l'assurance maladie du Québec:  

     http://www.ramq.gouv.qc.ca/index_en.shtml  
20  Canadian Community Health Survey (CCHS):  

  http://www.statcan.gc.ca/concepts/health-sante/index-eng.htm 
21  http://www.cartagene.qc.ca/index.php?lang=english 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 below provides  sample generated 

semantics (represented in DL axioms) along with 

their contextual natural language interpretation.  
 

DL Axiom Possible Interpretation 
∃hasRegulatoryDietGoal.Self User has a goal/plan to go 

on a diet 
∃hasDaughter.hasAge(6 m) User is a  parent of a 6 

months-old baby ∀hasChild.Overweight All user's children are 

overweight 
∃experienceProblem 

(Fatigue  ⊓ AbdominalPain) 
Is experiencing health 

problems consisting in 

fatigue and abdominal 

pain 
livesIn(MarySt,Grimbsy) MarySt lives in Grimbsy 

Table 1: Illustrated sample semantics with their 

contextual natural language interpretation 
 

 The rest of the flow depends on an optional 

user validation phase that will precede the 

population of our knowledge base with the 

detected ABox assertional data. Interoperability 

is ensured through an established link between 

detected individuals and existing FOAF users 

within the SIOC communities. 

 Having reached this stage, reasoning 

procedures can be applied in order to attain the 

required  services for our awareness and 

orientation recommender systems related to 

childhood obesity surveillance. Redirection 

mechanisms, based on the projected languages 

 
Figure 3 Partial view of the COPE major concepts and their interactions 
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and fragments, target advanced and powerful 

reasoners and rule engines. For example, Pellet 

(Sirin et al., 2007) can handle OWL 2 DL and 

RL, RacerPro (Haarslev and Möller, 2001; 

Haarslev et al., 2008) can manage a subset OWL 

2 DL and OWL 2 EL, HermiT (Motik et al., 

2007) and FacT++ (Tsarkov et al., 2006) can 

cope with OWL 2 DL. On the other hand, the 

Jena framework (2007) and the database Oracle 

11g enable the processing of OWL 2 RL rules, 

whereas Quill (Thomas and Pan, 2009) a TrOWL 

(Thomas et al., 2010) component provide OWL 2 

QL querying capabilities. 

6 Conclusions 

Apart from providing a maximal set of consistent 

and accurate semantics, fostering such a user and 

NLP-assisted workflow can prove to be 

advantageous at many levels. We can underline a 

few extra issues, by considering for example the 

"Open World Assumption" which is evidently 

appropriate for the context of textual blog 

information dealt with in this research: a 

statement or fact not explicitly mentioned in a 

blog does not disprove its existence. 

Nevertheless, to deal with certain critical rules 

and axioms, for which the availability of accurate 

data is deemed much more valuable for our 

working framework, an exclusive approach can 

be embraced in order to possibly "close the 

world" related to these critical facts. Closing 

axioms can be identified in our backbone 

repository, and presented to the user, inviting 

them to key in their exact input. Furthermore, the 

intensional reasoning required in any application 

involving natural language processing presents 

DL-safety restrictions, due to conclusions 

referring to unnamed objects. By offering this 

user rule tagging facility, we can limit the effects 

of such constraints. In all cases, relying on a 

collective effort through which rules and 

semantics are gathered and validated, before 

becoming instance and ontology enrichment 

elements is a much more profitable and effective 

approach.  

 A well-populated knowledge base, 

henceforth enriched with semantically 

engineered social data, is consequently 

accessible for further extensive reasoning and 

analysis. The outcome reached surpasses by far 

the sum of its social and semantic data 

components, typically leading to significant 

services and recommender systems. 

 Taking into consideration the applicable 

involved reasoning, the opportunity of 

identifying, creating and expanding social and 

semantic networks is presented. Implemented 

algorithms allow opinion mining, detection of 

ties and similarities between people, leading to 

connections via shared interests or any possible 

common ground areas. For instance, semantic 

networks are initiated based on the algorithms' 

ability to retrieve people with same or similar 

goals, tastes, origins, backgrounds, etc., and to 

further apply advanced reasoning with the 

intention of providing suggestions, 

recommendations, possible solutions, feedbacks, 

openings, and so on. More straightforward Web 

Social Networks can be deduced through the 

users' joint actions and interactions, their created, 

commented upon, linked to, or similarly 

annotated contents. 

 Many aspects of the conclusions and findings 

will thus be related to the concept of "object-

centered sociality", which connects people via 

the common interests associated with their 

occupations, hobbies, jobs, etc. 

 Analogous features accessible through this 

semantically engineered social data and possibly 

serving the purposes of recommender systems 

include the ability to perform: 

• User profiling, clustering and 

segmentation based on certain traits and 

criteria, all of which are endeavors 

considered closely related to opinion 

mining undertakings 

• Tracking processes to identify a user’s 

Web history from different Web 2.0 

platforms, outlining this user’s general 

overall contributions to the Web and 

reporting their different activities, goals 

and problems 

• Improved quality of the search process, 

with ego-centric algorithms and searches 

to identify a key user’s associated or 

closely related nodes, as well as 

community detection algorithms to trace 

two or more key users’ surrounding 

community 

 In terms of future work, we plan to pursue 

fostering our different efforts that include 

implementation and verification tools, looking 

for the incorporation of maximized sets of rules 

and Description Logics-based fragments, 

providing further validating ground for the 

widest set of the aforementioned potentials and 

promises. 
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Abstract 

Text mining of massive Social Media 
postings presents interesting challenges for 
NLP applications due to sparse 
interpretation contexts, grammatical and 
orthographical variability as well as its very 
fragmentary nature. No single 
methodological approach can be expected to 
work across such diverse typologies as 
twitter micro-blogging, customer reviews, 
carefully edited blogs, etc. In this paper we 
present a modular and scalable framework 
to Social Media Opinion Mining that 
combines stochastic and symbolic 
techniques to structure a semantic space to 
exploit and interpret efficiently. We 
describe the use of this framework for the 
discovery and clustering of opinion targets 
and topics in user-generated comments for 
the Telecom and Automotive domains. 

1 Introduction 

Social Media (SM) postings constitute a messy 
and highly heterogeneous media that nonetheless 
represent a highly valuable source of information 
about the attitudes, interests and expectations of 
citizens and consumers everywhere. This fact has 
driven a trove of recent research and 
development efforts aimed at managing and 
interpreting such information for a wide 
spectrum of commercial applications, among 
them: reputation management, branding, 
marketing design, etc. A diverse array of 
techniques representing the state of the art run 
the gamut from knowledge-engineered rule-and 
lexicon-base approaches that (when carefully 
crafted) provide high precision in homogeneous 
contexts, to wide-coverage machine learning 

approaches that (when suitable development data 
is available) tackle noisy text with reasonable 
accuracies in some genres. 

 As SM channels are as different from each 
other as, say, spoken text from essay writing, we 
believe that no single technique, powerful as it 
may be, is capable of interpreting all domains, 
genres and channels in the vast universe of SM 
conversations. Faced with an industrial demand 
for simultaneous monitoring of heterogeneous 
opinion sources, our approach has evolved into 
combining diverse NLP technologies into a 
robust semantic analysis framework to create a 
high-granularity representation of user-generated 
commentaries amenable to machine 
interpretation. 

Analysis of Telecom-related social postings 
has shown how a modular and scalable analysis 
framework can combine a veritable arsenal of 
NLP and data mining techniques into a hybrid 
application that adapts well to the unique 
challenges and demands of different Social 
Media genres.  

Section 2 will present the UIMA-Solr 
framework and components used to process 
opinionated text, as well as discuss the 
representational choices made for analysis. 
Section 3 will frame our approach within the 
State-of-the-Art of Sentiment analysis and 
Opinion mining as we interpret it, while Sections 
4 and 5 describe data and results of the 
application of our proposed approach in the 
context of opinion topic detection and clustering 
of SM postings in the Telecoms and Automobile 
domains respectively, and with different textual 
genres. Finally, Section 6 will focus on the 
conclusions and future work that presents to us at 
this point.   
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2 A modular toolset for SM processing 

For semantic processing of our data we use a 
UIMA 1  (Ferrucci & Lally, 2004) architecture  
plus Solr-based clustering and indexing 
capabilities. Our choice of UIMA is guided in 
part by our wish to achieve good scalability and 
robustness, and that all components can be 
implemented modularly and in a distributed 
manner using UIMA-AS (Asynchronous Scale 
out). Also, UIMA’s data representation as CAS 
objects allows preserving the documents integrity 
since annotations are added as standoff metadata, 
without modifying the original information. 
Under the UIMA architecture, a hybrid NLP 
analysis framework is possible, combining 
powerful Machine Learning modules like 
Maximum Entropy (ME, OpenNLP) 2  or 
Conditional Random Fields (CRF, JulieLab), 3 
with gazetteer and regular expression matchers 
and rule-based Noun Phrase chunkers. The basic 
linguistic processing has a sentence and token 
identifier, a POS tagger, a lemmatizer, a NP 
chunker and a dependency parser. In addition, we 
employ gazetteers to match products, companies, 
and other entities in text, as well as a hand-
crafted lexicon of polar terms created from 
corpus exploration of Telecom domain text, as 
well as a regular expression module to detect 
emoticons when available. Also, two models for 
Named-Entity recognition were applied using 
CRF: one trained on conventional ENAMEX 
Named Entity Recognition and Classification 
entities, and another trained using data from 
customer reviews from various domains (Cars, 
Banking, and Mobile service providers), in order 
to detect opinion targets and cues. One of the 
objectives of this relatively straightforward 
processing (although by no means the only one), 
was to select candidates for classifiers that could 
identify both the specific subject of each opinion 
expressed in text, as well as capture a more 
general topic of the whole conversation (which 
conceivably could coincide or not with one of the 
specific opinion targets). Targets and topics are 
usually expressed as entity names, concepts or 
attributes, and thus can appear in language as 
noun, adjectival, adverbial or even verbal 
phrases. Opinion cues (or Q-elements) are words, 
emoticons and phrases that convey the actual 
attitude of the speaker towards the topics and 

                                                 
1 Unstructured Information Management Architecture 
2 http://maxent.sourceforge.net 
3 http://www.julielab.de 

targets, and a strength and polarity can be 
attributed to them, both a priori and in context. 
Our modular processing approach allows 
customizing the annotation for each domain or 
genre, since, for example, regular expressions to 
detect emoticons will be useful for twitter micro-
blogging, but less so for more conventional blogs 
where such sentiment-expression devices are less 
frequent; Also pre-compiled lists of known 
entities can provide good target precision while 
customised distributional models will help 
discover unlisted names and concepts in text. 
The output of the semantic and syntactic 
processing pipeline is indexed using the Apache 
Solr framework,4 which is based on the Lucene 
engine. This setup allows the implementation of 
clustering and classification algorithms, allowing 
us to obtain reliable statistical correlations 
between documents and entities.  
We also developed or adapted a number of 
visualization components in order to present the 
data stored in Solr in an interactive page that is 
conducive to data exploration and discovery by 
the system’s corporate users. At the same time, 
Carrot2 is connected to Solr and is used to test 
clustering conditions and algorithms, providing a 
nice visualization interface. Carrot2 is an open 
source search results clustering engine (Osiński 
& Weiss, 2005). It can automatically organize 
collections of documents into thematic 
categories. 

3 Previous work 

Two good overviews of general Opinion Mining 
and Sentiment Analysis challenges are Pang & 
Lee (2008) and, focused specifically on customer 
reviews, Bhuiyan, Xu & Josang (2009). 
Detecting the subject or targets of opinions is one 
of the main lines of work within Opinion 
Mining, and considerable effort has been put into 
it, since it has been shown to be a highly-domain 
specific task (consumer reviews will focus on 
specific products and features, tweets have 
hashtags to identify topics, blogs can talk almost 
about anything, etc.).  
Outside of user-generated content, Coursey, 
Mihalcea, & Moen (2009) have suggested using 
indirect semantic resources, such as the 
Wikipedia, to identify document topics. For 
Opinion Mining genres, and extending on Hu & 
Liu (2004), Popescu & Etzioni (2005) use a 
combination of Pointwise Mutual Information, 

                                                 
4 http://lucene.apache.org/solr/ 
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relaxation labeling and dependency analysis to 
extract possible targets and features in product 
reviews. Kim & Hovy (2006), for example, use 
thematic roles to establish a relation between 
candidate opinion holders and opinion topics, 
while exploiting clustering to improve coverage 
in their role-labeling. Recent approaches have 
included adaptation of NER techniques to noisy 
and irregular text, either by using learning 
algorithms or by doing text normalization (Locke 
& Martin, 2009; Ritter, Clark & Etzioni, 2011). 

4 Exploring the semantic space of 
Telecom-related online postings 

We collected close to 200,000 postings from 
various SM sources in a 4 month timeframe, 
including fairly carefully-written product-
oriented forums, blogs, etc., as well as more 
casually-drafted Facebook and twitter micro-
blogging, that discussed Spanish Telecom’s 
services and products. Of these, we randomly 
sub-selected a representative 190-document 
sample that was manually marked-up (for a test 
involving machine learning of cue-polarity-target 
relationships) by two different human annotators 
with a 20-document overlap, using simplified 
annotation guidelines focused on opinion targets, 
topics, cues and polarities. An interesting 
observation about the interannotator agreement 
(but one we can’t discuss in detail here) is that 
with regard to targets one of the human 
annotators tended more towards complete 
syntactic units (noun phrases), while the other 
chose more conceptual and semantic extensions 
as subjects for the opinions. The 20-document 
overlap was meant to help us evaluate this 
guideline development process, but the 
misalignment of guideline interpretation by the 
two human annotators made it very difficult to 
measure any kind of true interannotator 
agreement. Also, single annotation adjudication 
was made difficult due to the fact that both 
interpretations presented valid aspects, and we 
chose to use each set as an independent 
evaluation set to detect any unnoticed patterns 
that could emerge from using one of the other in 
our training and validation, but those results are 
inconclusive and merit further research. Since no 
adjudicator was incorporated in the process to 
resolve disagreements, the final annotated sets do 
not constitute a true Gold Standard, but each 
human-annotated set was used in turn as a 
benchmark against automatic annotators.  

Content elicitation was combined with activity 
and network mining for an enriched overview of 
the social conversation ecosystems, but the 
second aspect won’t be discussed here for the 
sake of brevity. For the same reason, although 
other aspects of sentiment analysis were 
performed on this data (cue and polarity 
detection, for example), we will also restrict the 
scope of these discussions on the detection and 
clustering of specific targets and general topics 
of the opinions expressed in such SM channels. 
Obviously, a deeper and more textured view of 
opinionated text is needed to be of any real use, 
but the overall features, shortcomings and 
advantages of our chosen approach are 
adequately discussed even if we restrict this 
paper to these very specific tasks. 
The first series of experiments about clustering 
using semantics explored the above-mentioned 
corpus of SM posting that discussed a Spanish 
Telecom, one of the aims being detecting and 
aggregating the topics and targets of online 
opinions. Different processing modules geared 
towards topic and target detection were 
compared against each human annotator’s 
choices, but also against each other and to the 
combined output of each. The main modules 
involved were: (A) generic NERC,  (B) a target 
and topic NERC model (StatTarg), (C) a Noun 
Phrase Chunker, and (D) a Gazetteer matcher 
(Taxonomy). Figures 1 through 4 show, 
respectively, recall (1) and precision (2) with 
regard to human annotated topics, and recall (3) 
and precision (4) with regard to human annotated 
targets. 
The results presented here are the overall 
performance across genres and domains, since 
the 190 documents annotated covered the whole 
range from forums to tweets. 

 

 
Figure 1. Topic recall 
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Figure 2. Topic precision 

 

 
Figure 3. Target recall 

 

 
Figure 4. Target precision 

For this experiment, and as a guideline for the 
human annotators, targets were roughly defined 
as occurrences in the text of objects of opinion, 
whereas topics where to represent the main focus 
of the document or message. The annotators 
usually marked one topic per document, which 
was almost always also one of the targets. 
The customized taxonomy has a good precision 
with regard to target and topic identification, 
while the NERC and NP Chunk approaches 
improve the recall but suffer a bit on precision. 
Generic NER models have a moderately high 
precision (63%) with regard to manually 
annotated targets but rather low recall (specially 
in genres where capitalization is irregular which 
hinders NER detection), while NP Chunks 
present the opposite case: moderately (56%) high 
recall with low precision. This can be explained 
in part by the “greediness” of each methodology, 

with the chunker annotating extensively while 
the NERC model being much more selective. 
Another noteworthy result is the strong domain 
bias of target annotators trained on a Ciao 
customer reviews for Banking, Automotive and 
Mobile Service markets. The models 
implemented through training from multi-domain 
review sites were found to have medium 
precision, but very low recall. 
The combination of all modules (AllTargets, a 
combination of NERC, Chunker, Taxonomy and 
StatTarget) had a very high recall of around 90%. 
With regard to topic detection, the combination 
of all modules had a recall of 94% and 83%, 
depending on which gold standard it is compared 
to (the one created by one expert human 
annotator or the other), which is an excellent 
recall level. The precision obtained on topic 
detection is very low. This, however, is expected 
as the evaluation is done using all candidates 
given by the different annotation layers, with no 
selection process. Since most of the topics are 
already identified as targets, the key issue here is 
to identify which of the comment targets is the 
main topic. 
It is important to note that merging the Chunker 
output with that of the rest of the modules 
improves the recall of the system but the 
precision becomes low. The main reason is that 
most targets and topics are noun phrases, but not 
all noun phrases are targets or topics.  
It is important to note that combining the output 
of different annotation layers (except for the NP 
chunker) does not reduce overall precision, while 
greatly increasing recall. 
For the clustering experiments, we chose 
Carrot2’s Lingo, a clustering algorithm based on  
Singular Value Decomposition. We envisioned 
the content-based clustering as an interactive 
exploratory tool, rather that providing a single 
“correct” and definitive set of groupings. Cluster 
analysis as such is not an automatic task, but an 
iterative process of knowledge discovery that 
involves trial and failure. It will often be 
necessary to modify the preprocessing and adjust 
parameters until the result achieves the desired 
properties. 

The  query “problem”, for example, sent to 
some of the telecom forums in May produced 
groupings suggestive of complaints relating to 
rates, internet access, SIM chips, SMS, as well as 
with regard to specific terminal models and 
companies. Even this limited capability can be 
helpful for some of our user’s market analysis 
purposes. 
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The visualization of query-based clustering 
with detection of target, cues and topics, and the 
possibility of tracking trends over time, provided 
a very powerful overview of how consumer 
attitudes, expectations and complaints about 
products and services are reflected in dynamic 

interchanges in various SM channels. These 
results are available through an online demo 6 
(Figure 5, shown for Facebook postings). 

5 Visualizing the evolution of customer 
opinion 

In addition to exploring SM data for the Telecom 
domain, we performed some experiments using 
clustering without directly using annotated 
semantics, but instead using the semantics only 
for data interpretation. We crawled more than 
10,000 customer reviews in the automotive 
domain in Spanish, along with some metadata 
that included the numerical ratings added by the 
reviewers themselves. Using our modular 
pipeline, we did shallow document clustering 
followed by linguistic processing that included 
lemmatization, POS tagging and Named Entity 
Recognition, in order to allow for analytical 
exploitation of the community-driven discussion 
on automobiles, product features and 

                                                 
6 http://webmining.barcelonamedia.org/Orange/ 

automakers. The most relevant nouns, adjectives, 
bigrams and named entities from a given query, 
are projected into a polarity versus time dynamic 
map. The clustering was performed by the 
combined use of vector space reduction 
techniques and the K-means classification 

paradigm in a completely unsupervised manner. 
Clusters thus obtained were represented by sets 
of words that best described them to obtain a 
view of the emerging terms, trends and features 
contained in the opinions, with the aim of 
providing a representation of their collective 
content. Since evaluating clustering techniques 
per se was not the objective of these 
experiments, and since a gold standard was not 
available, the purpose of the system was (A) to 
validate the coherence of the groupings 
according to the review’s content, and (B) assess 
if those clusters also aggregate as well along 
declared global polarity. Although inconclusive 
from a quantitative point of view, those 
experiments show the feasibility of leveraging 
existing Social Media resources in order to 
develop applications that can visualize and 
explore the semantic ecosystem of consumer 
opinions and attitudes, in a cost-effective and 
efficient manner. A demo of the functionalities 
of the system described here is also publicly 

Figure 5. Facebook's "Iphone" semantic exploration (screenshot) 
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available. 7 . One cluster, a very positive one 
(based on the average user rating), is represented 
by the terms land-terreno-todoterreno-rover-
campo-4x4 (off-road, field, ground, land, Rover), 
while another one, aceite-garantía-servicio-
problemas-años (oil-warranty-service-problems-
years), in the lower right side might indicate 
unhappy reviewers. 

6 Conclusion and future work 

The results obtained on the Telecom corpus with 
different automatic annotation layers suggest that 
a possible improvement in the system could 
come from researching which combinations of 
automatic annotators can enhance overall 
performance, as one module’s strength might 
complement another weaknesses and vice versa, 
so that what one is missing another one can 
catch. An additional option to increase overall 
recall is to implement a weighted voting scheme 
among the modules, allowing calculation of 
probabilities from the combinations of various 
annotations that overlap a textual segment. 
The fact that combination of annotation layers 
through simple merging of all annotations has 
such a great impact on recall while not reducing 
precision suggests that the different methods are 
very complementary. We expect to be able to 
trade off some of the gained recall for much 
improved precision by applying more 
sophisticated merging methods. 
Another possibility to be explored is using top 
level dependencies (such as SUBJECT, 
SENTENCE, etc.) to rank and select the main 
topic and target candidates using sentence 
structure configuration. This approach would 
also ensure that once a polarity-laden cue is 
identified, the corresponding target could be 
uniquely identified. This linguistics-heavy 
approach is feasible only in texts whose 
characteristics more closely resemble the data 
used to train the parser. 
Our work has helped us focus more clearly many 
of the challenges faced by any NLP system when 
used in a new user-generated content: scarce 
development data, novel pattern and form 
adaptability, tool robustness, and scalability to 
massive and noisy text.  

One of the lessons learned during these 
experiences is that keeping a modular hybrid 
analysis framework can improve matching by 
either customizing the pipeline to each genre and 

                                                 
7 http://webmining.barcelonamedia.org/cometa/index_dates 

task requirements, or by combining the results of 
different approaches to benefit from each one’s 
strengths while minimizing each one’s 
weaknesses. Extracting opinion centered 
information from highly heterogeneous text and 
from multitudes of authors will never be as 
straightforward as, say, doing IE on newswire or 
financial news, but it should be feasible and 
useful by using the right toolset. We are in the 
process of using crowdsourcing to fully annotate 
vast Spanish and English corpora of opinionated 
text, which will allow us to perform a better and 
more fine-grained quantitative analysis of our 
framework in the near future. 

Another lesson learned is that even if high-
precision opinion classification is not available 
(because not enough development data is 
available, or data is noisy, or for whatever other 
reason) doing even superficial semantic 
annotation of the text and unsupervised 
clustering can help industrial consumer of these 
technologies understand better what is being said 
in the Social Media ecosystems. Valuable 
objectives for a useful opinion mining system do 
not need to include all possible analyses or state-
of-the-art performance. 
Going forward, computational exploitation of 
Social Media and of community-based, data-
driven discussions on diverse topics and products 
is definitely an important facet of future market 
and business intelligence competencies, since 
more and more of our activities as citizens, 
friends and consumers take place in an online 
environment, where everything seems possible 
but where also everything we do leaves a trace 
and has a meaning. Extracting the semantics of 
collective action enables us to access that 
meaning. 
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Abstract

To what extend can one use Twitter in opin-
ion polls for political elections? Merely
counting Twitter messages mentioning po-
litical party names is no guarantee for ob-
taining good election predictions. By im-
proving the quality of the document col-
lection and by performing sentiment anal-
ysis, predictions based on entity counts in
tweets can be considerably improved, and
become nearly as good as traditionally ob-
tained opinion polls.

1 Introduction

Predicting the future is one of human’s great-
est desires. News companies are well aware of
this, and try to predict tomorrow’s weather and
changes on the stock markets. Another case in
point are the opinion polls, of which the news
is abundant in the period before political elec-
tions. Such polls are traditionally based on ask-
ing a (representative) sample of voters what they
would vote on the day of election.

The question we are interested in, is whether
opinion polls could be conducted on the basis
of the information collected by Twitter, a popu-
lar microblog website, used by millions to broad-
cast messages of no more than 140 characters,
known as tweets. Over the last two years, we have
collected a multi-billion-word corpus of Dutch

1The data and software used for the experiments de-
scribed in this paper can be retrieved from http://
ifarm.nl/ps2011/p2011.zip

tweets, with the general aim of developing nat-
ural language processing tools for automatically
analyzing the content of the messages in this new
social medium, which comes with its own chal-
lenges. When the Dutch Senate elections took
place in 2011, we took this as an opportunity to
verify the predictive power of tweets.

More concretely, we wanted to test whether by
simply counting Twitter messages mentioning po-
litical party names we could accurately predict the
election outcome. Secondly, we wanted to inves-
tigate factors that influence the predictions based
on the Dutch tweets.

In this paper we present the results of our exper-
iments. We first summarize related work in Sec-
tion 2. Then we outline our data collection pro-
cess (Section 3). The methods we used for pre-
dicting election results and the obtained results,
are presented in Sections 4, 5 and 6. We discuss
the results of the experiments in Section 7 and
conclude in Section 8.

2 Related work

Tumasjan et al. (2010) investigate how Twitter
is used in political discourse and check if polit-
ical sentiment on Twitter reflects real-life senti-
ments about parties and politicians. As a part of
their study, they compare party mentions on Twit-
ter with the results of the 2009 German parliament
election. They conclude that the relative number
of tweets mentioning a party is a good predictor
for the number of votes of that party in an elec-
tion. A similar finding was earlier reported by
Jean Véronis in a series of blogposts: the number
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Figure 1: Overview of our collection of Dutch tweets of the year 2011. The data set contains almost 700 million
tweets. Both the number of tweets (about two million per day) and the number of unique users (about one
million) increase almost every month. The collection is estimated to contain about 37% of the total volume of
Dutch tweets.

of times a French presidential candidate was men-
tioned in the press was a good prediction for his or
her election results (Véronis, 2007). This predic-
tion task involved only two candidates, so it was
easier than predicting the outcome of a multiparty
election.

Jungherr et al. (2011) criticize the work of Tu-
masjan et al. (2010). They argue that the choice
of included parties in the evaluation was not well
motivated and show that the inclusion of a seventh
party, the Pirate Party, would have had a large neg-
ative effect on accuracy of the predictions. Fur-
thermore, Jungherr et al. question the time period
which was used by Tumasjan et al. for collecting
the tweets and show that including the tweets of
the week right before the election would also have
had a significant negative effect on the prediction
accuracy.

Using Twitter data for predicting election re-
sults was popular in 2010 and 2011. Chung
and Mustafaraj (2011) found that merely count-
ing tweets is not enough to obtain good predic-
tions and measure the effect of sentiment analysis
and spam filtering. O’Connor et al. (2010) dis-
covered that while volumes of mentions of obama
on Twitter before the US presidential election of
2008 correlated with high poll ratings for Barack
Obama, volumes of mentions of his rival mccain
also correlated with high poll ratings of the elec-
tion winner. Gayo-Avello et al. (2011) show that
predictions based on Twitter only predicted half
of the winners of US congressional elections with

two candidates correctly, a performance which is
not better than chance.

3 Data collection

We collect Dutch Twitter messages (tweets) with
the filter stream provided by Twitter. We continu-
ously search for messages that contain at least one
of a list of about a hundred high-frequent Dutch
words and a dozen frequent Dutch subject tags
(hashtags). The results of this process also con-
tain some false positives: tweets that contain ap-
parent Dutch words but are actually written in an-
other language. In order to get rid of these mes-
sages, we apply a language guesser developed by
Thomas Mangin (Mangin, 2007). It ranks lan-
guages by comparing character n-grams of an in-
put text to n-gram models of texts in known lan-
guages. We use a set of 74 language models de-
veloped by our students in 2007.

In order to estimate the coverage of our selec-
tion with respect to all tweets in Dutch, we col-
lected all tweets of one month from 1,017 ran-
domly selected users which predominantly post
messages in Dutch. We compared the two data
streams and found that the first contained 37% of
the data found in the second. This suggests that
we collect about 37% of all Dutch tweets. Our
data collection process contains two filters: one is
based on a word list and the other is the language
guesser. The first filter lost 62% of the data while
the second lost another 1%.
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Short Long Seats Seats Seats Average
Party name name Total Twitter PB MdH polls
PVV 2226 1 2227 18 12 12 12
VVD 1562 0 1562 13 14 16 15
CDA 1504 0 1504 12 9 10 9.5
PvdA 1056 1 1057 9 13 13 13
SP 839 0 839 7 8 7 7.5
GL 243 505 748 6 5 3 4
D66 610 0 610 5 6 5 5.5
CU 159 79 238 2 3 3 3
PvdD 103 51 154 1 1 1 1
SGP 139 0 139 1 2 2 2
50+ 6 43 49 0 1 2 1.5
OSF - - - 1 1 1 1

offset 21 4 4 -

Table 1: Frequencies of tweets mentioning one of 11 main political parties from one day, Wednesday 16 February
2011, converted to Senate seats (column Seats Twitter) and compared with the predictions of two polls from the
same week: from Politieke Barometer of 17 February (Synovate.nl, 2011b) and from Maurice de Hond of 15
February (Peil.nl, 2011b). The offset value is the sum of the differences between the Twitter predictions and the
average poll predictions. The OSF group is a cooperation of 11 local parties which were not tracked on Twitter.

4 Counting party names

The Dutch Senate elections are held once ev-
ery four years. The elections are preceded by
the Dutch Provincial Election in which the vot-
ers choose 566 representatives for the States-
Provincial. Three months later the new repre-
sentatives elect the new Senate. In the second
election, each of the representatives has a weight
which is proportional to the number of people
he or she represents. The 2011 Dutch provincial
elections were held on Wednesday 2 March 2011
and the corresponding Senate elections were held
on Monday 23 May 2011. In the Senate elections
75 seats are contested.

Our work on predicting the results of this elec-
tion was inspired by the work of Tumasjan et al.
(2010), who report that basic counts of tweets
mentioning a political party provided good pre-
dictions for the results of the 2009 German parlia-
ment election. We decided to replicate their work
for the Dutch Senate Elections of 2011.

We started with examining the Dutch tweets of
Wednesday 16 February 2011, two weeks prior
to the Provincial elections. This data set con-
sisted of 1.7 million tweets. From this data set

we extracted the tweets containing names of po-
litical parties. This resulted in 7,000 tweets. This
number was lower than we had expected. Origi-
nally we had planned to use the tweets for predict-
ing local election results. However, further filter-
ing of the tweets to require location information
would have left us with a total of about 70 polit-
ical tweets per day, far too few to make reliable
predictions for twelve different provinces.

In the data, we searched for two variants of
each party: the abbreviated version and the full
name, allowing for minor punctuation and capi-
talization variation. For nearly all parties, the ab-
breviated name was used more often on Twitter
than the full name. The two exceptions are Groen-
Links/GL and 50Plus/50+ (Table 1). Party names
could be identified with a precision close to 100%
except for the party ChristenUnie: its abbreviation
CU is also used as slang for see you. This was the
case for 11% of the tweets containing the phrase
CU. In this paper, the 11% of tweets have already
been removed from the counts of this party.

Apart from the eleven regular parties shown in
Table 1, there was a twelfth party with a chance
of winning a Senate seat: the Independent Senate
Group (OSF), a cooperation of 11 regional par-
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ties. These parties occur infrequently in our Twit-
ter data (less than five times per party per day),
too infrequent to allow for a reliable base for pre-
dicting election results. Therefore we decided to
use a baseline prediction for them. We assumed
that the group would win exactly one Senate seat,
just like in the two previous elections.

We converted the counts of the party names on
Twitter to Senate seats by counting every tweet
mentioning a party name as a vote for that party.
The results can be found in the column Seats Twit-
ter in Table 1. The predicted number of seats
were compared with the results of two polls of the
same week: one by the polling company Politieke
Barometer of 17 February (Synovate.nl, 2011b)
and another from the company Peil.nl, commonly
referred to as Maurice de Hond, from 15 February
(Peil.nl, 2011b). The predicted numbers of seats
by Twitter were reasonably close to the numbers
of the polling companies. However, there is room
for improvement: for the party PVV, tweets pre-
dicted a total of 18 seats while the polling com-
panies only predicted 12 and for the party 50+,
Twitter predicted no seats while the average of the
polling companies was 1.5 seats.

5 Normalizing party counts

The differences between the Twitter prediction
and prediction of the polling companies could
have been caused by noise. However, the differ-
ences could also have resulted from differences
between the methods for computing the predic-
tions. First, in the polls, like in an election, every-
one has one vote. In the tweet data set this is not
the case. One person may have send out multiple
tweets or may have tweeted about different politi-
cal parties. This problem of the data is easy to fix:
we can keep only one political tweet per user in
the data set and remove all others.

A second problem is that not every message
containing a party name is necessarily positive
about the party. For example:

Wel triest van de vvd om de zondagen
nu te schrappen wat betreft het shop-
pen, jammer! Hierbij dus een #fail

Sadly, the VVD will ban shopping on
Sundays, too bad! So here is a #fail

One party One tweet Both
Party per tweet per user constraints
PVV 22 17 19
VVD 12 13 13
CDA 12 12 12
PvdA 8 8 8
SP 6 8 7
GL 6 7 7
D66 5 5 5
CU 1 2 2
PvdD 1 1 1
SGP 1 1 0
50+ 0 0 0
OSF 1 1 1
offset 29 22 25

Table 2: Senate seat predictions based on normalized
tweets: keeping only tweets mentioning one party,
keeping only the first tweet of each user and keeping of
each user only the first tweet which mentioned a single
party. The offset score is the seat difference between
the predictions and the average poll prediction of Ta-
ble 1.

While the tweet is mentioning a political party,
the sender does not agree with the policy of the
party and most likely will not vote for the party.
These tweets need to be removed as well.

A third problem with the data is that the demo-
graphics of Dutch Twitter users are probably quite
different from the demographics of Dutch voters.
Inspection of Dutch tweets revealed that Twitter is
very popular among Dutch teens but they are not
eligible to vote. User studies for other countries
have revealed that senior citizens are underrepre-
sented on the Internet (Fox, 2010) but this group
has a big turnout in elections (Epskamp and van
Rhee, 2010). It would be nice if we could as-
sign weights to tweets based on the representa-
tiveness of certain groups of users. Unfortunately
we cannot determine the age and gender of indi-
vidual Twitter users because users are not required
to specify this information in their profile.

Based on the previous analysis, we tested two
normalization steps for the tweet data. First, we
removed all tweets that mentioned more than one
party name. Next, we kept only the first tweet of
each user. Finally we combined both steps: keep-
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ing of each user only the first tweet which men-
tioned a single political party. We converted all
the counts to party seats and compared them with
the poll outcomes. The results can be found in
Table 2. The seat predictions did not improve. In
fact, the offsets of the three methods proved to be
larger than the corresponding number of the base-
line approach without normalization (29, 25 and
22 compared to 21). Still, we believe that normal-
ization of the tweet counts is a good idea.

Next, we determined the sentiments of the
tweets. Since we do not have reliable automatic
sentiment analysis software for Dutch, we de-
cided to build a corpus of political tweets with
manual sentiment annotation. Each of the two au-
thors of this paper manually annotated 1,678 po-
litical tweets, assigning one of two classes to each
tweet: negative towards the party mentioned in
the tweet or nonnegative. The annotators agreed
on the sentiment of 1,333 tweets (kappa score:
0.59).

We used these 1,333 tweets with unanimous
class assignment for computing sentiment scores
per party. We removed the tweets that mentioned
more than one party and removed duplicate tweets
of users that contributed more than one tweet. 534
nonnegative tweets and 227 negative tweets were
left. Then we computed weights per party by di-
viding the number of nonnegative tweets per party
by the associated total number of tweets. For ex-
ample, there were 42 negative tweets for the VVD
party and 89 nonnegative, resulting in a weight of
89/(42+89) = 0.68. The resulting party weights
can be found in Table 3.

We multiplied the weights with the tweet
counts obtained after the two normalization steps
and converted these to Senate seats. As a result
the difference with the poll prediction dropped
from 25 to 23 (see Table 3). Incorporating sen-
timent analysis improved the results of the pre-
diction.

After sentiment analysis, the tweets still did not
predict the same number of seats as the polls for
any party. For nine parties, the difference was
two and a half seats or lower but the difference
was larger for two parties: GL (5) and PvdA (6).
A possible cause for these differences is a mis-
match between the demographics of Twitter users

Tweet Sentiment Seats
Party count weight Twitter
PVV 811 0.49 13
VVD 552 0.68 13
CDA 521 0.70 12
PvdA 330 0.69 7

SP 314 0.90 9
GL 322 0.81 9

D66 207 0.94 6
CU 104 0.67 2

PvdD 63 1.00 2
SGP 39 0.86 1
50+ 17 0.93 0

OSF - - 1
offset 23

Table 3: Sentiment weights per party resulting from
a manual sentiment analysis, indicating what fraction
of tweets mentioning the party is nonnegative and the
resulting normalized seat predictions after multiplying
tweet counts with these weights. The second column
contains the number of tweets per party after the nor-
malization steps of Table 2.

and the Dutch population. We have no data de-
scribing this discrepancy. We wanted to build a
model for this difference so we chose to model the
difference by additional correction weights based
on the seats differences between the two predic-
tions. We based the expected number of seats on
the two poll results of the same time period as
the tweets (Synovate.nl, 2011b; Peil.nl, 2011b).
For example, after normalization, there were 811
tweets mentioning the PVV party. The party has a
sentiment weight of 0.49 so the adjusted number
of tweets is 0.49*811 = 397. The polls predicted
12 of 74 seats for this party. The associated pop-
ulation weight is equal to the average number of
poll seats divided by the total number of seats di-
vided by the adjusted number of tweets divided
by the total number of adjusted tweets (2,285):
(12/74)/(397/2285) is 0.93.

The population weights can be found in Table
4. They corrected most predicted seat numbers
of Twitter to the ones predicted by the polls. A
drawback of this approach is that we have tuned
the prediction system to the results of polls rather
than to the results of elections. It would have been
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Population Seats Average
Party weight Twitter polls
PVV 0.93 12 12
VVD 1.23 15 15
CDA 0.80 10 9.5
PvdA 1.76 13 13

SP 0.82 8 7.5
GL 0.47 4 4

D66 0.87 5 5.5
CU 1.33 3 3

PvdD 0.49 1 1
SGP 1.84 2 2
50+ 2.93 1 1.5

OSF - 1 1
offset 2 -

Table 4: Population weights per party resulting from
dividing the percentage of the predicted poll seats
(Synovate.nl, 2011b; Peil.nl, 2011b) by the percent-
age of nonnegative tweets (Table 3), and the associated
seat predictions from Twitter, which are now closer to
the poll predictions. Offsets are measured by compar-
ing with the average number of poll seats from Table 1.

better to tune the system to the results of past elec-
tions but we do not have associated Twitter data
for these elections. Adjusting the results of the
system to get them as close to the poll predictions
as possible, is the best we can do at this moment.

6 Predicting election outcomes

The techniques described above were applied to
Dutch political tweets collected in the week be-
fore the election: 23 February 2011 – 1 March
2011: 64,395 tweets. We used a week of data
rather than a day because we expected that using
more data would lead to better predictions. We
chose for a week of tweets rather than a month
because we assumed that elections were not an
important discussion topic on Twitter one month
before they were held.

After the first two normalization steps, one
party per tweet and one tweet per user, 28,704
tweets were left. The parties were extracted from
the tweets, and counted, and the counts were mul-
tiplied with the sentiment and population weights
and converted to Senate seats. The results are
shown in Table 5 together with poll predictions

Seats Seats Seats
Party Result PB MdH Twitter
VVD 16 14 16 14
PvdA 14 12 11 16
CDA 11 9 9 8
PVV 10 11 12 10
SP 8 9 9 6
D66 5 7 5 8
GL 5 4 4 3
CU 2 3 3 3
50+ 1 2 2 2
SGP 1 2 2 2
PvdD 1 1 2 2
OSF 1 1 0 1
offset - 14 14 18

Table 5: Twitter seat prediction for the 2 March 2011
Dutch Senate elections compared with the actual re-
sults (Kiesraad.nl, 2012a) and the predictions of two
polling companies of 1 March 2011: PB: Politieke
Barometer (Synovate.nl, 2011a) and MdH: Maurice de
Hond (Peil.nl, 2011a).

(Synovate.nl, 2011a; Peil.nl, 2011a) and the re-
sults of the elections of 2 March 2011 (Kies-
raad.nl, 2012a).

The seat numbers predicted by the tweets were
close to the election results. Twitter predicted
the correct number of seats for the party PVV
while the polling companies predicted an in-
correct number. However the companies pre-
dicted other seat numbers correctly and they had
a smaller total error: 14 seats compared to 18 for
our approach.

In Dutch elections, there is no strict linear rela-
tion between the number of votes for a party and
the number seats awarded to a party. Seats that
remain after truncating seat numbers are awarded
to parties by a system which favors larger par-
ties (Kiesraad.nl, 2012b). Furthermore, in 2011
there was a voting incident in the Senate elections
which caused one party (D66) to loose one of its
seats to another party (SP). In our evaluation we
have compared seat numbers because that is the
only type of data that we have available from the
polling companies. The election results allow a
comparison based on percentages of votes. This
comparison is displayed in Table 6.
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Party Result Twitter offset
VVD 19.6% 17.3% -2.3%
PvdA 17.3% 20.8% +3.5%
CDA 14.1% 11.0% -3.1%
PVV 12.4% 13.3% +0.9%
SP 10.2% 8.5% -1.7%
D66 8.4% 10.1% +1.7%
GL 6.3% 4.8% -1.5%
CU 3.6% 4.0% +0.4%
50+ 2.4% 3.1% +0.7%
SGP 2.4% 3.1% +0.7%
PvdD 1.9% 2.7% +0.8%
OSF 1.4% 1.3% -0.1%
offset - 17.4%

Table 6: Twitter vote prediction for the 2 March 2011
Dutch Provincial elections compared with the actual
results in percentages2.

With the exception of the three largest par-
ties, all predicted percentages are within 1.7%
of the numbers of the election. The percentages
might prove to be more reliable than seat num-
bers as a base for a election prediction method.
We hope to use percentage figures when the pre-
dicting the outcome of next parliament elections:
one of the polling companies publishes such fig-
ures with their predictions of parliament elections.

7 Discussion

Although we are happy about the accuracy ob-
tained by the Twitter predictions, we have some
concerns about the chosen approach. In Table 4,
we introduced poll-dependent weights to correct
the demographic differences between the Twitter
users and the Dutch electorate. This was neces-
sary because we did not have information about
the demographics of Twitter users, for example
about their gender and age. As already men-
tioned, this choice led to tuning the system to
predicting poll results rather than election results.
But do the population weights not also minimize
the effect that tweet counts have on the predic-
tions? Does the system still use the tweet counts

2CU and SGP were awarded an additional 0.3% and 0.2%
for the 0.5% they won as an alliance.

Seats Population
Party Result Twitter weight
VVD 16 16 2.23
PvdA 14 13 1.93
CDA 11 10 1.41
PVV 10 12 1.78
SP 8 7 1.11
D66 5 5 0.82
GL 5 4 0.59
CU 2 3 0.45
50+ 1 1 0.22
SGP 1 2 0.30
PvdD 1 1 0.15
OSF 1 1 -
offset - 8

Table 7: Seat prediction for the 2 March 2011 Dutch
Senate elections based on an uniform distribution of
tweets mentioning political parties.

for the election prediction?

In order to answer the latter question, we de-
signed an additional experiment. Suppose the
tweets per party were uniformly distributed such
that each party name appeared in the same number
of tweets each day. This would make tweet counts
uninteresting for predicting elections. However,
how would our system deal with this situation?
The results of this experiment are shown in Ta-
ble 7.

Since we did not have data to base sentiment
weights on, we assumed that all the sentiment
weights had value 1.0. Since the tweet counts
were different from those in the earlier exper-
iments, we needed to compute new population
weights (see Table 7). The seat numbers predicted
by the system were equal to the average of the seat
numbers of the two polls in Table 4 plus or mi-
nus a half in case the two numbers added up to
an odd number. The VVD party gained one seat,
as a consequence of the system of awarding re-
mainder seats to larger parties. We assume that
the tweet distribution will be uniform at all times
and this means that the system will always predict
the seat distribution. The offset of the new predic-
tion was 3 seats for the test distribution of Table 4
and 8 seats for the election results (see Table 7), a
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smaller error than either of the polling companies
(compare with Table 5).

This experiment has produced a system which
generates the average of the predictions of the
two polling companies from the week of 16/17
February as an election prediction. It does not re-
quire additional input. This is not a good method
for predicting election outcome but by chance it
generated a better prediction than our earlier ap-
proach and those of two polling companies. We
are not sure what conclusions to draw from this.
Is the method of using population weights flawed?
Is our evaluation method incorrect? Are tweets
bad predictors of political sentiment? Is the mar-
gin of chance error large? It would be good to test
whether the measured differences are statistically
significant but we do not know how to do that for
this data.

8 Concluding remarks

We have collected a large number of Dutch Twit-
ter messages (hundreds of millions) and showed
how they can be used for predicting the results of
the Dutch Senate elections of 2011. Counting the
tweets that mention political parties is not suffi-
cient to obtain good predictions. We tested the
effects of improving the quality of the data col-
lection by removing certain tweets: tweets men-
tioning more than one party name, multiple tweets
from a single user and tweets with a negative sen-
timent. Despite having no gold standard training
data, the total error of our final system was only
29% higher than that of two experienced polling
companies (Table 5). We hope to improve these
results in the future, building on the knowledge
we have obtained in this study.
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose the use of fine-
grained information such as opinions and
suggestions extracted from users’ reviews
about products, in order to improve a rec-
ommendation system. While typical rec-
ommender systems compare a user profile
with some reference characteristics to rate
unseen items, they rarely make use of the
content of reviews users have done on a
given product. In this paper, we show how
we applied an opinion extraction system to
extract opinions but also suggestions from
the content of the reviews, use the results to
compare other products with the reviewed
one, and eventually recommend a better
product to the user.

1 Introduction

Social media has enabled web users to inter-
act through social platforms, express their opin-
ions, comment and review various products/items.
Such user-generated content has been analysed
from a social as well as content-oriented point
of view. For instance, social network analysis
techniques have been used to identify user roles
(Agarwal et al., 2008; Domingos and Richard-
son, 2001; Fisher et al., 2006; Zhang et al.,
2007) and text or opinion mining techniques have
been applied to identify positive/negative tenden-
cies within user online review comments (Ding
and Liu, 2007; Ghose et al., 2007; Hu and Liu,
2004; Leskovec et al., 2010). In the applicative
context, recommender systems (Adomavicius and
Tuzhilin, 2005) make use of the opinion informa-
tion (such as in star-rating systems) and recom-
mend items (movies, products, news articles, etc.)
or social elements (i.e. propositions to connect

with other people or communities), that are likely
to be of interest to a specific user.

Typically, a recommender system compares a
user profile with some reference characteristics,
and seeks to predict the “preference” or “rating”
that a user would give to an item not yet consid-
ered. These characteristics may be part of the in-
formation item (the content-based approach) or
the user’s social environment (the collaborative
filtering approach). Comments published on so-
cial networking or review web sites are sometimes
used by recommender systems (Aciar et al., 2007;
Jakob et al., 2009) in order to find out similarities
between users that comment on the same items
in the same way. However, extracting explicit se-
mantic information carried out in these comments
(e.g. “this printer is slow”) is of great interest in
order to detect what a user has liked or disliked
about a given topic (e.g. the speed of the printer)
and consequently take it into account to make rec-
ommendations.

In this paper, we propose the extraction of opin-
ions and suggestions from user reviews or free
text and their use as input information to improve
recommender systems. This technique could be
used on top of standard recommender techniques
in order to further fine-grain the recommendation
according to the user comments.

To the best of our knowledge, no existing ap-
proach takes advantage of the fine-grained opin-
ions or suggestions the user explicitly expresses
using natural language within a review or a free
text. As aforementioned, some works consider
the product reviews as a means to get user opin-
ions on certain products and use this information
for recommendation purposes. Nevertheless, they
all assign a polarity (“negative” or “positive”) to
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the review or they update the rating (e.g. giv-
ing a value from 1 to 5) without going further
down exploiting the exact phrases. More partic-
ularly they do not detect what aspects of the prod-
uct have been appreciated or not. For example, no
approach considers using the user-stated phrase “I
would prefer a lighter camera” in order to recom-
mend to a user a camera that satisfies all the de-
sired features and on top of this being lighter than
the reviewed one.

The paper continues with a state-of-the art dis-
cussion. Section 3 is divided into two parts; a
description of the methodology followed in or-
der to extract opinion information from reviews
through NLP techniques and a description of how
this information is used for recommending prod-
uct items. Section 4 shows an example and Sec-
tion 5 presents a first attempt of an evaluation.
Section 6 concludes and discusses future work.

2 Related Work

Although there are no works that use the explicit
semantics extracted from reviews for recommen-
dation purposes, our approach has some similari-
ties with the analysis of reviews state-of-the-art.

Identifying the opinion of customer reviews has
concerned different research communities. Some
significant works infer opinion polarities based on
comparisons with a pre-defined seed-list of adjec-
tives (Ding and Liu, 2007; Hu and Liu, 2004) or
implicitly through observing the changes in the
respective product prices of reputation systems
(Ghose et al., 2007). An attempt of extracting
suggestions (and not just opinions) from customer
reviews has also been presented in (Vishwanath
and Aishwarya, 2011), in which ontologies and
feedback rules are used for this purpose.

Combining knowledge of opinions extracted
from reviews and recommender systems has also
some applications. For example, (Jakob et al.,
2009), have analysed opinions of movie reviews.
They use pre-defined categories of movie features
(acting, production, soundtrack, cinematography
and storyline), and they assign polarities (nega-
tive or positive) to each category according to the
per-feature opinion words expressed for each re-
view. For example, if a movie review contains the
sentence “the acting is flat”, they assign a neg-
ative polarity to the category “acting” and they
just avoid recommending the specific movie to the
users. They do not explicitly use the opinion in-

formation in order to make comparisons with sim-
ilar movies and propose one “less flat” to the user.

Similarly to (Jakob et al., 2009), most research
works that use opinion information for recom-
mendation purposes consider only the polarity
and not the explicit semantics of the opinions.
For instance, in (Aciar et al., 2007) or (Poirier,
2011) they assign a kind of “rating” on each re-
view regarding the product. Comparisons are not
included.

(Sun et al., 2009) include opinion-based and
feature-based comparisons in order to recommend
products to users. Their approach takes into ac-
count a whole set of reviews (as opposed to indi-
vidual ones) and it involves no NLP parsing. The
opinions are aggregated into a sentiment value
and this value points out mainly whether a product
feature is better or not when it comes to compar-
ing different models of the same product.

NLP techniques have, in some cases, been used
for recommendation. As an example, in the pa-
per of (Chai et al., 2002) the user can “chat” with
the system in order to describe what type of prod-
uct she desires, receiving in return a list of recom-
mended products. Although, in this case, compar-
isons between products take place in the database,
opinion identification is not included. The user
neither expresses a complaint nor she suggests
an improvement, thus, no opinion detection takes
place.

3 Opinion mining for expert
recommendations

In this section we describe the approach followed
in order to initially parse the user reviews regard-
ing manufactured products, extract opinion infor-
mation from them and, then, use this information
for the purpose of providing expert recommenda-
tions.

Each product review concerns one specific
product whose brand and model are clearly men-
tioned each time. In web sites such as “epin-
ions.com” this information appears in the title of
the review and it is straightforward to extract.
In order to make use of the content of the re-
views, we apply a system relying on a deep se-
mantic analysis that detects opinions and sugges-
tions within the customer reviews. Natural lan-
guage techniques allow the detection of the weak-
nesses of the product (focusing on specific fea-
tures) or the potential improvements, according to
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the user’s point of view.
The information extracted from the reviews is

then confronted to a database of products contain-
ing information such as product characteristics,
usage details, average price, etc. For the purposes
of this paper, we consider only product charac-
teristics whose values can be boolean or numeric
and as such they can be compared with the tra-
ditional methods. The system selects, within this
database, one or more similar products that com-
pensate for the problems or improvement needs
identified within the review. Then, pointers to
these products can be explicitly associated with
the specific review as “expert recommendations”,
and constitute an automatic enrichment of the re-
view.

The advantage for readers of these enriched re-
views is to benefit from a contextualized recom-
mendation that takes into account the semantic
information conveyed in reviews of people who
have used a given product. Moreover, the re-
view’s reader may be helped in her product search
and may have a recommendation on a product
she did not even know it exists. Figure 1 shows
a schema of the process followed which is ex-
plained in more detail in the next sections.

3.1 Semantic Extraction

Our approach begins with the extraction of se-
mantic information from each review and more
specifically the identification of the user’s sugges-
tion(s) and/or opinion(s) together with the product
features and respective comparison words.

For the purpose of identifying the weaknesses
or the possible improvements mentioned in the
text, we need to extract the opinion of a user about
a given characteristic of a product. Thus, we ap-
ply an opinion detection system that is able to per-
form feature-based opinion mining, relating the
main concept (e.g. a printer) to several features
(e.g. quality, print speed and resolution), that can
be evaluated separately.

Formally, our system adopts the representation
of a given opinion as proposed by (Liu, 2010),
where an opinion is a five place predicate of the
form (oj , fjk, sijkl, hi, tl), where:

• oj is the target object of the opinion (the
main concept)

• fjk is a feature associated to the object

• sijkl is the value (positive or negative) of
the opinion expressed by the opinion holder
about the feature

• hi is the opinion holder

• tl is the time when the opinion is expressed.

The opinion extraction system is designed on
top of the XIP robust syntactic parser (Aı̈t-
Mokhtar et al., 2002), which is used as a funda-
mental component, in order to extract deep syn-
tactic dependencies, from which semantic rela-
tions of opinion are calculated. These semantic
relations are intermediary steps to instantiate the
five place predicates which are compliant with
the aforementioned model. Having syntactic re-
lations already extracted by a general dependency
grammar, we use the robust parser by combining
lexical information about word polarities, subcat-
egorization information and syntactic dependen-
cies to extract the semantic relations that will then
instantiate this model.

There exist other systems, such as the one de-
scribed in (Kim and Hovy, 2006), that use syntac-
tic dependencies to link the source and target of
the opinions. Our system (Brun, 2011) belongs to
this family, since we believe that the syntactic pro-
cessing of complex phenomena (negation, com-
parison and anaphora) is a necessary step in or-
der to perform feature-based opinion mining. An-
other characteristic of our system is that it respects
a two-level architecture; it relies on a generic
level, applicable to all domains and corpora, and
on a domain-dependent level, adapted for each
sub-domain of application.

Moreover, our system includes a semantic map-
ping between polar vocabulary and the features
it corresponds to. For instance, the opinion
word “fast” is mapped to the feature “speed”, the
word “expensive” to the feature “price”, the word
“clunk” to “noise” and so on. This mapping en-
ables us to further exploit the comments of the
user by referring to specific product characteris-
tics.

When analyzing an example like “The photo
quality of my prints is astonishing. This printer
is really not that expensive.”, our system extracts
two relations of opinion :

• OPINION POSITIVE(astonishing,photo
quality): the dependency parser extracts an
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Figure 1: Extracting opinion semantic information from product reviews and provide expert recommendations.

attributive syntactic relation between the
subject “photo quality” and the positive
adjectival attribute “astonishing” from
which this relation of opinion is inferred
about the feature “photo quality”

• OPINION POSITIVE(expensive,printer):
the dependency parser also extracts an
attributive syntactic relation between the
subject “printer” and the negative adjective
attribute “expensive”, but it also extracts a
negation on the main verb: the polarity of
the final relation is inverted, i.e. is finally
positive. As we have also encoded that the
adjective “expensive” is semantically linked
to “price”, this opinion is linked to the
feature “price”.

In addition, the system includes a specific de-
tection of suggestions of improvements, which
goes beyond the scope of traditional opinion
detection. Suggestions of improvements are
expressed with two discursive figures denoting
“wishes” or “regrets”. To detect these specific
discurse patterns, we use again information ex-
tracted by the parser, i.e. syntactic relations such
as SUBJECT, OBJECT, MODIFIER, but also in-
formation about verbal tenses, modality and ver-
bal aspect, combined with terminological infor-
mation about the domain, in our case, the domain
of printers.

Some examples follow that show what the sys-
tem would output considering certain input sen-

tences extracted from customer reviews about
printers:

1. Input: “I think they should have put a faster
scanner on the machine, one at least as fast
as the printer.”
Output:
SUGGESTION IMPROVE(scanner, speed)

In this example, the system identifies
from the input sentence that the user is not
satisfied with the speed of the scanner and
would have liked it to be quicker.

2. Input: “I like this printer, but I think it is too
expensive.”
Output: OPINION POSITIVE(printer, ),
OPINION NEGATIVE(printer, price).

In this example, the system identifies
that the user is not happy with the price
of the printer although the rest of its
characteristics satisfy him.

3. Input: “The problem of this printer is the
fuser.”
Output:
OPINION NEGATIVE(printer, fuser).

In this example, the system identifies
that the problem lies in the fuser of the
printer.

The first two examples can be further exploited
by the approach we propose. For instance, for the
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second example, the reader of this review could
benefit from a recommendation of a similar but
cheaper printer. The third example contains infor-
mation that is not measured (it has neither boolean
nor numeric values) and as such it is out of the
scope of this paper.

3.2 Review enrichment

Following the detection of the opinions or sug-
gestions regarding specific product features, we
identify products that match the non-mentioned
or positive characteristics of the reviewed product
while at the same time satisfying the user sugges-
tions.

We consider a database that stores products to-
gether with their features. Same type of prod-
ucts are stored similarly for evident reasons. The
database can be populated either manually or au-
tomatically through the web sites that hold prod-
uct information and it needs to be updated so
that new products appear and old ones are never
recommended. Access to the database is done
through standard SQL queries.

The system retrieves products of the same us-
age (e.g. a user that is reading a review for a PC
laptop will not need a recommendation for a PC
desktop), while selecting those ones whose fea-
tures are within the same or “better” range. The
features that should definitely be in “better” range
are the ones retrieved with the help of the opinion
detection system described previously. These fea-
tures would be suggestions or negative opinions
the user has expressed about a product.

The ranges can be defined in many ways and
they can be subject to change. For example, the
prices may be considered to change ranges every
50 Euro or 500 Euro depending on the average
price of the product. The feature requested by the
user (e.g. “cheaper”) should have a value in a dif-
ferent range in order to really satisfy her this time
(e.g. a computer that costs 5 Euro less than the re-
viewed one is not really considered as “cheaper”).

Defining what “better” range refers to, depends
on the feature. For instance, the lower the price,
the better it is, whereas, the higher the speed the
better. In order to avoid this confusion we keep
the descending (e.g. in the case of price) or as-
cending (e.g. in the case of speed) semantics of
the feature within the database.

Once the system has identified the products that
seem to be closer to the user requirements, it high-

lights these products by presenting them as “ex-
pert recommendations”. These recommendations
may appear on each review as enrichments assum-
ing that the characteristics not mentioned as nega-
tive by the user have satisfied her, so she would be
happy with a similar product having basically the
mentioned features improved. The recommenda-
tion is mainly useful to the reader of the review
that is in the decision process before buying a
product.

Some special - sometimes often appearing -
matching cases worth mentioning:

Multiple features: If more than one feature
needs to be improved, priorities can be de-
fined dependent on the order in which the
features are mentioned in the review.

No comparable features: for this paper features
are taken into account only if they are nu-
meric or boolean (presence/absence) and can
be subjectively compared.

Many matching products: more than one prod-
uct can be recommended. The limit of the
number of products can be pre-defined and
the products may appear to the user in the
order of less-to-more expensive.

No better answer: if no product is found that
may satisfy the user then the search can go
on in products of a different brand. The sys-
tem has also the choice to remain “silent”
and give no recommendation.

A non-demanded feature changes: in the case
that a requested product is found but it is
more expensive than the reviewed product,
the recommendation would include some in-
formation regarding this feature (e.g. “A pro-
posed product is “...” whose price, though, is
higher”).

4 Example

Before evaluating our approach we present an ex-
ample that shows the semantic extraction and rec-
ommendation process. We consider a small set
of printers together with their characteristics and
prices. These data are taken from epinions.com
at a date just before the submission of this paper.
The data appear in Table 1 in descending order of
price.
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Brand Model Usage Technology Black speed Capacity Price($)
X 8560 Laser Workgroup Color 30 1675 930
X 6360V Laser Workgroup Color 42 1250 754
X 6180 Laser Workgroup Color 26 300 750
X 4118 All-in-One Laser All-in-One Monochrome 18 650 747
HP Laserjet Cp2025n Workgroup Color 20 300 349
HP Laserjet M1212nf All-in-One Monochrome 19 150 139

Table 1: Printer information used for the purposes of the example(source: www.epinions.com).

In the examples that follow, the input is a sen-
tence that is assumed to be in the review of a given
product.

1. Review about the “6180 Laser” printer.
Input:“I think they should have allowed for
a higher capacity.”

Semantic Extraction step:
SUGGESTION IMPROVE(printer, capac-
ity)

Identify similar products step:

• identify reviewed characteristics: work-
group, laser, color, 26 ppm black speed,
300 sheets capacity, $750 price

• identify similar printers where capacity
is higher (next range) than 300 sheets

Expert recommendation: A proposed printer
with a higher capacity is the “6360V Laser
Printer”.

2. Review about the “6180 Laser” printer.
Input:“I like it but it is expensive!”

Semantic Extraction step:
OPINION NEGATIVE(printer, price)

Identify similar products step:

• identify reviewed characteristics: work-
group, laser, color, 26 ppm black speed,
300 sheets capacity, $750 price

• identify similar printers where price is
lower than $750.

Expert recommendation: A proposed
cheaper printer of the same type is “HP,
LaserJet Cp2025n”.

5 Evaluation

The evaluation of the proposed system concerns
two modules; the semantic extraction and the re-
view enrichment.

The first module has already been evaluated
previously showing encouraging results. The sys-
tem has been evaluated as to whether it correctly
classifies the reviews according to the overall
opinion. The structure of the “epinions.com” web
site has been used for the evaluation since each
author has tagged the respective review with a tag
“recommended” or “not recommended”, the cor-
pus can be thus considered as annotated for clas-
sification. The SVM classifier (Joachims, 1998)
has been used with a training set of opinions ex-
tracted by our system from 313 reviews and a test
set of 2735 reviews, giving a 93% accuracy.

The review enrichment module evaluation, pre-
sented in this paper, focuses on whether the rec-
ommended products enrich the specific review
and may satisfy the user by improving at least one
of the negative features mentioned or following a
specified suggestion without worsen the range of
the rest of the features. The experiments are run
against a database of 5,772 printers whose details
are extracted from the “epinions.com” site.

For the purposes of this evaluation, we have de-
veloped a product comparison module that takes
as input, for our case, the reviewed printer model
together with the opinion and suggestion relations
as extracted by the opinion mining system. The
output of the comparison module is a set of rec-
ommended printers which are similar to the re-
viewed one while improving the negative features
(based on a comparison of the feature values).

The comparison module deals with features
that are numeric or boolean (presence/absence).
Printers are queried against their type (color-
laser/inkjet, personal/workgroup, etc.), their func-
tions (copier, scanner etc.) and their features
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(speed, resolution, etc.). Ranges have been de-
fined according to the average per-feature-ranges
that are in the database. These ranges can be ex-
tended according to the number of recommenda-
tions we would like to have (the larger the range
the more the recommendations).

Certain assumptions have been made in order to
provide the recommendations. One such assump-
tion is that the author of the review knows how
to best make use of the printer she has bought.
For example, if the user is complaining about the
printer’s resolution or print quality, we assume
that she makes her printing decisions (paper size,
landscape/portrait) based on her knowledge of the
printer’s resolution. Thus, the specific review can
indeed be enriched with a recommendation of a
printer with a better resolution rather than an ad-
vice on how to use the specific printer (e.g. by
using a different media size).

Furthermore, certain issues had to be taken care
of such as missing data and different measure-
ment units that are not necessarily comparable.
When the values of the features that are to be im-
proved are missing, the respective products are
not taken into account. The missing data case is
also applied when the same feature is measured in
different units between two similar products. At
a later stage we may include such products in the
recommendations and inform the user about the
differences.

The experiments were run over 129 printer
reviews from the “epinions.com” site contain-
ing negative opinions and/or suggestions. The
reviews concerned 6 different brands while the
database from which the recommended products
are extracted contains printers from 14 different
brands. Once the need-to-be improved features
were extracted from the reviews, the comparison
module was run in order to identify the recom-
mended products.

The recommendation output is manually eval-
uated by looking at the technical features on the
one side and by looking at the reviews of the rec-
ommended model on the other. It has to be noted
that this is a first evaluation of the system hav-
ing the usual problems that recommender systems
evaluations have e.g. recall calculations, finding
the right experts etc. Since we have used a printer
dataset, the ideal experts to validate whether we
propose better or not printers would be experts
from the field of printers. Not having found such

experts at the moment, we limit our evaluations to
the following two-faceted one:

Feature-based evaluation: Based on the feature
values, our system has a 100% precision,
meaning that the recommended products are
indeed similar to the reviewed ones while
improving at least one of the required fea-
tures. As a result, in all cases the recom-
mended products are technically better than
the reviewed one and they can help in the re-
view enrichment.

Rating-based evaluation: In order to see
whether an average user could benefit from
such a recommendation, we have also
evaluated our approach by looking at the
reviews of the recommended products. This
evaluation is quite limited, though, because
not all recommended products have had
reviews.
Thus, we took into account only the rec-
ommended products that have had a review.
We used the average rating values of the
“epinions.com” site which is a rating that
considers the number of reviews together
with the star-system ratings. These average
ratings range from ”disappointing”, ”ok”,
”very good” and ”excellent”. For each prod-
uct we accept the recommended products
that have a rating other than ”disappointing”
which is at least as good as the product’s
rating.
Only 32 products out of the 129 reviewed
were used because those were the ones
which had an average rating value on the
web site. The accuracy we have achieved
is 80.34%. In Figure 2 the percentage of
accepted versus rejected recommendations
is shown per brand. The brand names are
replaced by numbers.

Finally, we would like to point out that in
printer reviews people complain mostly about is-
sues that do not involve comparable features (e.g.
paper jams, toner problems) or that are not given
as part of the detailed characteristics (e.g. car-
tridge prices). As such, in the future, we would
like to use a different product dataset/review-set
to run the experiment over.
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Figure 2: Rating-based evaluation results: rejected versus accepted recommendations over a number of different
brands.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose using written opinions
and suggestions that are automatically extracted
from user web reviews as input to a recommender
system. This kind of opinions is analysed from a
syntactic and semantic point of view and is used
as a means to recommend items “better than” the
reviewed one.

The novelty of our proposal lies in the fact that
the semantics of opinions hidden in social media
such as user reviews have not been explicitly used
in order to generate recommendations. To the best
of our knowledge, using the explicit comments of
a user in order to enrich the reviews in a contex-
tual manner has not yet appeared in literature.

In the future, our system could also consider
the user’s role knowledge (e.g. expert or novice)
in order to consider her suggestion from a differ-
ent weighted-point-of-view. An expert may have
already looked at certain existing products before
buying something so she may need a more origi-
nal or diverse recommendation provided. The role
of the user could potentially be identified through
the social network he is in (if there is one).

We realise that some reviews may be spam or
they may be written by non-trustworthy users.
However, our approach aims at providing expert
recommendations as a response to a single review
by considering only what is mentioned in this spe-
cific review. This means that the content of a re-
view, even if it is spam, will not be used in order
to provide recommendations for another review.
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